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ABSTRACT
A study uas conducted to determine the teacher

competencies needed in order to develop valid and effective

occupational learning experiences for educable mentally retarded

(ERR) students based on available diagnostic test data and

information. Pour-aember teams were selected from each participating

school (four secondary and two postsecondary schools). Each team bad

a special educator, a vocational instructor, an audiovisual

specialist, and a counselor0\ special educator, or vocational educator

depending on the most effective team organization within the

participating school. An action research design was used. As

vocational teachers on the teams identified problems in modifying

instructional materials, teaching strategies, and classroom

procedures, team and staff members designed solutions. These

solutions were then implemented by the vocational teacher and

evaluated. Transportability of the developmental experiences a a the

resulting products were assesse4 with teens in one or two of t e

other participating schOols. Three workshops were conducted focusing

on (1) identifying participants' competencies in relation to those

needed to develop effective instruction; (2) techniques for effective

communication, task analysis, rewriting reading materials, and

developing mediated instruction; and (3) teaching techniques,

clasiroom management strategies, and practical evaluation. Some of

the competencies which vocational teachers need to acquire are use of

evaluation information in designing and managing instruction,

behavior observation skills, performance evaluation techniques,

individualizing instruction for ERR students, identification and

restructuring of jobs, task analysis procedures, and skill in

designing concrete learning experiences. Based OD the evaluation of

the workshops and critical competencies identified by the

participants, a 2-week workshop agenda was developed which should

provide the basic competencies needed. TwO computer programs were

also developed to retrieve jobs from a data bank which match

specified DOT (Dictionary of Occupational Titles) and present

information on EMR characteristics. The suggested 2-week workshop

agenda and the competency lists are included in the report.

(Appendixes, bound separately, contain participant and staff vitas,

materials from the three workshops, and other project materials. (.1T)
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IAPITER I

Problem:1; and Objectives

Sullff_e=la

As students progress through a school system information on their abilities,

skills and interests is acquired by the school system and staff. Students

with special learning needs, such as tire educable mentally retarded (EMR),

usually have participated in additional tests which more specifically define

their learning disabilities. Even with this wealth of data, special occupa-
tional learning experiences have not been developed fer the EMR based on

the information available on their learning styles. One possible reason

for this lack is that vocational educators are equipped through education

and experience to deal with information related to normal students and

the design of learning experiences for them.

The problem of this study was to determine:the teacher competencies needed

in order to develop valid and effective occupational learning experiences

for EMR students based on available diagnostic test data and information.

Objectives for the F.tudy were to: (l) identify the diagnostic test data
and information vocational teachers need in order to make valid decisions

related to the design and management of learning experiences for I-1,11Cs,

(2) identify the teacher competencies needed to interpret test data, (3)

determine if vocational teachers need special competencies in order to

construct valid and effective learning experiences and vocational pro-

grams for EMIR students, (4) ascertain if a-two-week workshop can develop

the vocational teacher competencies needed to provide viable learning

experiences for EMR's, and (5) determine the feasibility of using an

interactive computer program whi-h the vocational teacher could use to

assist in developing instructional matecials for EMR's.

Three member teams were originally selected:for the project. Each team

,had a special educator and a vocational instructor. The third person

'was a counselor, special educator Or vocational educator depending on the

most effective team organization withia the participating school. Allter

the first workshep an A-V specialist.was-added to each team. Six school

system:-;,, four ;secondary andLtwo post-seeondary schools, participate&in

the project.

.An action reseal._ desAgn was used. As vocational teachers on the teaMS

'identified probfems in modifying instructional materials, teaChing stra-

tegies and classroom procedures team and staff members_designed'solutions.
These solutions'were then implemented-by the vocational teacher and eVal-

uated. After the evaluation had been completed, necessary reVisions
were made and the solution was disseminated to the other teams. TranS

portability of the developmental experiences and-the reSulting products

were assessed with teams in one or two of the other partici e,ing sehools.

I-1



Three workshops have been conducted. The first focused on identifying
the participants' competencies in relation to those needed to develop

effective vocational instruction for Da students. In the second workshop

techniques for effective communication, task analysis, rewriting reading
materials and developing mediated instruction were presented. Teaching
techniques, classroom management strategies, and practical evaluation
were stressed in the third workshop. Both the second and third workshops

were designed based on the participants' inputs.

Some of the competencies which vocational teachers need to acquire are:

use of evaluation information in J?signing and managing instruction,

behavior observation skills, performance evaluation techniques, individual-
izing instruction for EMR students, identification and restructuring of
jobs, task analysis procedures, and designing concrete learning
ences.

Msod on the evaluation of the workshops used in the project and the cYitic

competencies identified by the participants, a two week workshop agenda was

developed. With adequate preparation and orientation of participants prior

to the workshop and assistance for implementation after, the two week session

should provide the basic competencies needed.

Two computer programs were developed to retrieve jobs from a data bank which

match-specified DOT levels and present information on EMR characteristics.
The programs were written tin extended BASIC.

9



Probl em

The problem of this study was to determine the vocational teacher _com-

petencies needed in order to develon valid and effective occupational

learning experiences for training E students based upon available diag-

nostic test data

glojcctives

The objectives for this research study were to:

1. Identify thediagnostic test data vocational teachers need in

order to make valid decisions related to the design and manage-

ment of learning experiences for EMR's.

2. Determine the teacher competencies needed to interpret diagnostic

test data for EMR students.

3. Determine if the vocational teacher fteeds special competencies in

order to construct valid and effective learning experiences and

programslfor EMR students.

4. Determine if a two-week workshop can develop the vocational teacher

competencies needed to provide viable learning experiences for EMR's.

S. Assess the impact of a workshop experience on the vocational teacher s

teaching activities.

Determine the feasibility of using an interactive computer program
which the Vocational teacher could use for assistance in developing

instructional materials for s.

In a recent study, Davis (1974) found that a considerable amount of
information existed for each handicapped student. Usually, the school
attended by the handicapded student had a cumulative record folder. In

addition, if the student had contacted other agencies for assistance, addi-
tional records were available from these service agencies. Davis also found
that there was a lack of articulation and transmission of information be-
tween the agencies serving the h4ndicapped student. Often, there is also
a problem within the inst'Aution in the transmission of information on
students from the guidance counselor or psychologist to the classroom
teacher.

Even if the classroom teachers were apprised of the diagnostic test 4ata
available on handicapped students, there is a question whether they!would
be able to utilize this information in-making instructional decisions
appropriate for these students. Mbst teachers are equipped through formal
educational training and experienCe to deal with information related to
the normal student. Teachers are not typically trained to interpret
diagnostic data on learning disabilities, nor have they acquired; the
skills to develop learning activities for !.tudents with special needs.

10
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Vocational education opportunities for the handicapped, in general, and
the .EMR's specifically are restricted (liogstad, 1972). Hogstad found that
vocational educators.in the Wisconsin post-secondary VTAE system had a
critical need for additional training related to working with handicapped
students. -The same results were found by Jarvis and Nelson (1972) irLa
,study encompassing secondary and post-secondary vocational educators in

Wisconsin. They found that few vocational teachers had enrolled in
courses or speciel workshops concerned with teaching the,handicapped

student. Moreover, there was a distinct lack of interest and plans for
enrolling in such experiences in-theimmediate-fUtdre.

Curtent estimates indicate that approximately 2.3 percent of our
population is mentally retarded. In 1972, the Division of Handicapped
Child:ren in the Wisconsin Department of Public, Instruction identified
1,530 educable mentally retarded students who were being served by
the public schools in Wisconsin. Assuming that the remaining 49 states
have similar proportions of EMR's, the need for vocational training for

these students is apparent.and of great magnitude.

One constraint fact in meeting the need for occupational training for_

FMR's is the vocational educator's lack of formal preparation and erper-
ience in working with students with these special learning needs. The

experiences and training of most occupational educators relates to
students with normal abilities, interests, and skills.. The background
of vOCational teachers prepares them.to col1ect and.interpret information
from normal students and utilize this in.making decisions related to
developing curriculum and instruction for normal individuals. Therefore,

an EiMR student, who already has a restricted capability to cope with his
environment and to acquire new skills and knowledges, also has to contend
with a learning environment which is structured and managed by indiViduals
who are not totally-cogizant of his needs nor able to 'interpret the informa-
tion which defines his capabilities and heeds.

Hogstad, (1972) in her study of post-secondary vocational, technical schools
in Wisconsin stated the following"conclusion and listed the following rer
commendatiens.

"Conclusion: In the VTAE schools, there is a need for a comprehensive
'master plan fer meeting,the vecational training needs of the
handicapped.

Recommendations:

a. Develop a model plan. A tentative model appears as Figure I-1.
b. Use existing resources as much as possible.
c. Incorporate the concept of staffing to include all involved

speCialists and agencies as well as the teachers in order to
share expertise, to coordinate goals, and to perform an ongoing
evaluation of the handicapped individual's progress and changing
needs.

v. Develop an individualized program based oh the needs of the
individuaL Provide flexibility to allow horizontal and vertical
movement as required by changing accomplishments and needs.

f. Provide a referral service to other supportive services for those
individuals whose handicaps are so unique or so severe that,their
vocational trainiag needs cannot be met by the VTAE system.

A A
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TraiA toward an associate degree, a vocational diploma or a

special certificate.
Provide Vigorous placement services tC,each handicapped trainee.

-InfoIm and encourage all handicapped trainees to participate in

continuing education."

Hogstad identified a comprehensive system for collecting data for couns ling

f Thand for providing individualized programs for students with handicaps. is

project, however, was focused on utilizing existing data and data collectfon

techniques as identified in the intake and evaluation flow in Figure/4-1

m Hogstad's study and using this information in prescribing and presenting
ming experiences which weie tailored to the needs of the EMR. This study

wa ,fiacused on working with secondary and post-secondary vocational educators.
In/Addition, thevocational educators participating in the study were en-

couraged to mainstream the EMR students by providing individualized learning

/experiences tailored to tlrir interests and special capabilities.

The educational decisions required on the part of the vocational educators

are graphically diagramed in Figure II-2. Two flows are involved in the

model: (1) information and decision flow; and (2)_ the vocational educa-

tional activities flow. The relationships between the decisions andIthe

educational activities flows are shown by the arrows. For example, in

terms of input, teachers must determine what the student's needs and

characteristics are in order to select appropriate learning activities,

and possibly present alternative learning experiences if the initial pre-

scription was not appropriate,. Finally, decisions must be made in terms

of the employability and level of employability of the graduates or people

who lealr the program. The research activities in this project were de-

signed t6,identify the types of information needed in each,of these de-

cision areas in the decision flow and to determine the decision making

coMpetencies teachers must have in order to generate the appropriate

learning environment for the EMR student.

In order to focus the research efforts on this project, the scope ef

the study was limited to investigating the utilization of diagnostic

test data in developing individualized vocational instruction for the

educable mentally retarded (EMR).

14
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Methods and Irocedu-

llesearch and Development Strategy 6
A variety of research techniques were available for use in this project.

Some required highly controlled settings in order te, compare 'experi-

mental and control groups to assess the differential impact of one or more

educational treatments. Others involved a large sSale tryout of an
educational program or methodologies with an evaluation to determine

the changes which took place over a period of timel Neither of these

approaches were appropriate for the Vocational Teacher bompetency-EMR

(TTC-EMR) Project. The first required modifications in the classroom
assignments for students and instructional assignments of teachers which

would be difficult to carry out. Also, it would have created a learning

-environment which was quite atypical to that normally found in school

settings. The second methodology required a fairly long time span and

a number of students and teachers. The resources required to carry out

this type of research were extensive. Since the resources in this

project w.vre limited in amount and time span, an action research

approach was used.

The research process used is described graphically in Figure II-1. The

starting point of a research project is a need., A need arises froM

a problem or an opportunity. Problems are situations.or decisions for

which no obvious response or answer is available. For example, a

teacher may have an EMR student who does not leai-rn effectively from the

present mode of instruction and no aiternative modes of instruction

which would be effective are available to the teacher.

An opportunity is a set of circumstances which proliides vocational teachers

a chance to develop new materials, teaching methods or programs which

would not normally be available to them. This project provided an oppor-

tunity to develop improved vocational instruction for EMR students. To

the degree that the products from this project are transportable, it will

contribute to the solution of a nation-wide problem.

After a need has been identified,:the problem or opportunity is analyzed

and studied to determine an effective solution or response. Knowledge,,

skills, materials and solutions to similar situations are assembled and

utilized in creating a valid solution, For example, the problem mentioned

previously might result in the devellopment of audio-visual presentations

in whiCh students could control the, pace at which information is present d

and could review as they desire.'

After a solution has been created, it must be tested to determine its

adequacy and validity, This entails having teachers and students use

II-1
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the product and evaluate.its effectiveness.. flie tryout of a research
prbduct will provide data for revising it. If major revisions are made

in the product one would test the solution again. If minor revisions are

made one can proceed to the verify stage. It should be noted that in

some instances the product may be of such low value that it would be dis-

carded and an entirely new solution developed

In the verification stage new teams try out the research product to deter-

mine whether it is functional in their situations-and environments. This

tryout determines whether the product can be utilized by someone other

than the original team of researchers. If this tryout is successful there'

is evidence to indicate that the product can beutilized'in a variety of

situations by a number of teachers. If the tryout is not successful it

may mean that.additional information isAleeded in order to make the pro-

duct f6nctional for others to use.

After this cyclerhas been completed with a given problem or opportunity

the team applies the same research steps to a-new problem or opportunity.

In actual practice, a team may have several research products in process

at the same time. Often the study Of a particular problem or need will

lead to the identification of additional problems and opportunities nese

can then be attacked in the same manner .

one of the basic and critical elements in this process is the identifica-,

tion of the problem or opportunity. Since this phase triggers the remain-

ing activities it is not possible to conduct a meaningful research pro-

gram without the identifidation of a valid need. The most logical place

to identify needs waS where EMR's were being served, thus vocational and
'special education teachers occupied a critical role in the research process

in this project. It was very important that actual problems and oppor-
tunities encountered as teachers work with EMR's be identified. After
these needs had been identified, the project staff members at UW-Stout

worked with the participating teams in creating solutions and testing them.

Once the kolutions had heen refined to the point where they were functional,

rrangements were madO to have other-participating teams in the project

try them out.

Feedback from the test and ve ifleation phases provided a basis icr eval-

uating the strategies and techniques employed in constructing solutions.

In addition, the feedback included information on the types of competencie-

needed to provide effective vocational instruction for EMR students.

Staff

When the participating teams were selected anlattempt was made to identify

schools which were at various stages in developing vocational education

programs for EMR students.- In addition, consideration-was given to select-

ing participants who had taken various approaches" to developing vocational

instruction for students who had EMR learning styles.

2 0



lwo requ iremen re (4 t:11)1in %I 10 r the _selection process. First,

the had to h( representaiien from the secondary and post-secondary

systems in Wiscnfl sin. Second, participants had to_indicate an interest

and willingness to participate in the project. In addition, the project

director wanted to identify secondary and post-secondary schools (VME)

in the same VTAE.district. However, this was not established-as a necessary
criterion for selection for the project.

After the parameters for the identification of the secondary and past-second-

ary schools had been established, the project director contacted the Wisconsin
Board of-Vocational, Technical and-Adult Education (WBVTAE) which has respon-
sibility for the Post-secondary VTAE schools in Wisconsin and the Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction. Staff members in these agencies who
;worked with special-needs programs identified a number of schools and the
types of programs being conducted at each-school. Based on ihe informa-
tion received from WBVTAE and DPI, the project director identified six
school systems which_met the criteria established. These school systems

were contacted and invited to participate in the project. After varying
periods-of-consideration, all sik agreed to become a part-of theproject.

The six 'school systems.participating in the projec were:

scITIIEy Level Schools

Eau Claire North High School
Madison East Senior High School
Oshkosh West Senior High School
Racine Public School System

Post-Secondary_Vpsationa
7Fhilical Schools

Gateway Technical Institute
(Racine)
VTAE District 1 (Eau Claire)

The geographical location of these schoolsis_ iven in Figure 11-2. A

description of each school is gien in A end A

Oshkosh West Senior High School was just initi ing a program for EMR

students in vocational classes. Madison East Senior High School was in

the second year of a special program whiErprovided the basic vocational
skills required to succeed in advanced vocatienal education courses.
In the Racine Public School System, speCial industrial education classes

had been established to serve the needs of EMR's and reluctant learners.
These classes were in their second and third years. At Eau Claire North

Senior High School the special education teacher had a-well-developed

and effective work experience program, and ihe industrial education
teacher had experience in working with EMR students on an individual basis

VTAE District I was initiating a project to provide a special education
.inStructor and special tutoring assistance in selected vocational pro-

grams. -At-Gateway-TechnicaI-Institute-a-eemprebensive-pFegram-of_servieec
and assessment had been established to assist studentswith special needs.
This mix of schools provided a rich resource of prior and on-going exPer-
iences for utilization in the project.

The initial teams of participant's from each school were identified as
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stipulated in the
project'proposal. Each team had a vocational teacher,

special educator, and a counselor or work evaluator. During the first

meeting of the
participants, several commented that an additional team

member was needed if effective
vocational instruction was-to be developed.

This team member was a media
specialist. After a-review of the project

budget, it was determined that sufficient resources were available to

cover the cost and stipend for including a media
specialist in the second

and third
workshops scheduled for the projects

Participating schools were

contacted to determine their interest in
identifying a media

specialist to
participate-in the project. Almost immediate response waS received from

each of the six schools
indicating that a media SpecialiSt would be added

tO their teams.

The vocational teachers involved in the
participating tem s came from

the areas of Home
Economics, Food Service,

Graphic Arts, andtals.-
The eduCatiorial

experience of the team members ranged from two people who

had less than a
baccalaureate degree to several who had masters degrees

plus additional
credits. Table II4 gives a summary of the

educational
"experiences of the

participants in the project. The formal degree work

and the
participanv4

involvement in special workshops related to teaching

15s4R students are summarized in this table. A review of the
information

provided by
participants revealed a breadth

of educational
experience

in terms of degree work and special experiences related to'teaching EMR,

students, ThiS variety
provided an ideal set

ofexperiences,and perspec-

tives for the project's
reseafch,work

Advisory Committee

One of the
first activities

in initiating
the project was to identify

an Advisory
Committee. An attempt was made to obtain

representation from

educational agencies 'state
agencies, business and

industry, and university

teacher educators. +he Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction was
contacted and asked to identify a staff person

involved-withtpecial needs

education and
another staff person from the Bureau -of ganpower and Career

Development. The Wisconsin Board of
Vocational, Technical and Adult Educa-

tiorvwas also
contacted and requested to identify

persons in each of these

two areas. State consultants at the DPI and WBVTAE were asked to identify
vocational teacheTi whoila4 axppriance in the field_of teaching EMR students.

As a result of this
request,

several vocational
teachers were identified

and twagreed to serye oni the committee. A complete list of the Advisory

Committee members and-6e fields they represent is given below.
Robertjlrec, UW-Stout Teacher Educator (Special Education)
Sandy Gill,

UW-Stout
Teacher,Educator (game Economics)

:Pete
Hendrickson, Employer

------7_liogStad-,---Uyi-Stritir-TelaVrEducator Special Learning Needs)
ikoland'Krogstad, WBVTAE

Vocational'EdUcation
and,Vocational Educa-

tion'Research
: Audrey Lehman, MadisonEast Senior High Schoo4 Secondary Vocational'

:Teacher of Special Needs Sudents

6
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TABLE II-1

Educational experiences of Participants
in the Vocational Teacher Competency-EMR Project

Typo of Educational Ixperience Number Percent

Degree Work:

Less than B.S. . 2 8.7%

BS 2 8.7%'"

B.S. plus . . . 4 17.4%

M.S. . . - 10 43.5%

M.S. plus or dbl. masters S 21.7%

Totals 23 100.0%

Participated in one or more
workshops or seminars on EMR

15 65.2%

2 4
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Charlotte Martin, WBVTAE (Special Needs)
Rose Nelson, Nicolet VTAE District Vocational Teacher of Special

Needs Students
Thomas O'Brien, Lightfoot School Secondary Vocational Teacher of

Special Needs Students
Russell Paulsen, North Central VTAE District - Vocational Research

Preston Smeltzer, DPI Vocational Education
Perry Smith, CESA 6 Special Needs
Thomas Stockton, DPI Special Needs
Lloyd Tindall, CSVE, IW-Madison Special Needs Projects

The Advisory Comnittee was convened in September, 1974 for the first meeting.

Project objectives and the fraMework for the research were reviewed in the
morning session. In the afternoon session, committee members reviewed the
agenda for the first workshop and suggested revisions. Possible resource

persons were-also identified.

The seCond meeting of the Advisory Committee was held on April 21, 1975.
The purpose of this meeting was to review the activities in the first
two workshops, the activities of the project staff, and the draft agenda for
the third workshop. Approximately one-half of the meeting was devoted to
discussing the agenda for the third workshop. Mbny very helpful_comments
were received which were later utilized-in revising the agenda. in-addition,

the committee members were able to suggest several presenters for the
workshop agenda. Three of the persons recommended Were able to participate
in the workshop III. Each one made a signifitant contribution to the work-
shop. (A copy of the agenda and the minutes' for the second meeting are
included in Appendix D.)

The Advisory Committee for the project was active and made 4
significant contribution to the design of the research Activities and
the Workshops.

Project_Staff and Facilities

The project director was fortunate in being able.to secure' a competent
staff to assist with the research activities and.cohduct of other project
activities in initial discussions of the project with UW-Stout staff
members, a research specialist from the University staff was identifieth
However,: changes in his department's staff necessitated that he devote
his time to'teaching: As a result, the project director had to seek a
research specialist late in the summer of_1974. Through a series of
contacts With CESA agencies iiithe state, a competent person was identified
to occupy, the role of research specialiSt.

Mrs. Diane Johnson was hired for this position. Mrs. Johnson had experience
aS a-special education teacher at the high school level and had also

_ ...worked_for_a_year as projec t _director. In_the role of :project _director,

she had developed two handbooks that identified jobs whia were espeCially
fitted for EMR,students. Thesellandbooks also contained technical terms
used in these jobs, basic tasks, and a guide for the teacher. In addition;
resource kits were developed to assist in providing exploratory exper-
iences related to these jobs. With a degree and experience in special educa-
tion as well as'a.project research experience, the.research specialist
complimented the-skiliS of the'project director.
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A graduate research assistant was also hired for the project. Again the
project director was able .to obtain a competent person who had experience
in teaching industrial education, working in industry and managing a /-

sheltered workshop; Keith Frank also had a masters degree in Guidance
and Counseling. During the time Keith was_employed as a graduate assistant.
on this project he was taking courses in the areasof assessment_and
remediation of learning difficulties.

The project director's background was in the field of vocational curriculut
development and evaluation, research, and statistical.analysis,_tln
addition, the director had had experience in managing a number Of researc

-prOjects. These experiences were helpful in managing and conducting this
project

Copies of the vitas for the staff are included in Appendix E.

Facilities

The Vocational Teacher Competency-EMR Project was housed in the facilities
occupied by the Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education at
UW-Stout. The Center is housed in the Applied Arts Building. This facility-
is approximately two years old and provides the latest in modern inStructional
media and equipment, office space, and data processing equipment.. Office ,

space was provided for the project. Also, clerical,space was_provided for
the project's secretary.

'Space for the worIcshops was available in the App ied Arts Building Four

classrooms and a reSource area were provided for the workshops'. In ad-

dition, two labs were available in which instructional materials and pro.-

cesses could be developed. A complete,set of A-V projection equipment
and materials were available for the project staff.

Ihe research activities in the project-were:supported by a complete informa-
tion_processing area; Project staff members had-access. to.an optical
scanner, CRT, ASR 38 Teletype,.ASR-33 Teletype, and plotter which were.
'linked to a time-sharing computer on UW-Steut's,eampus. A variety of
analysis programs were)available fer use. And; the staff had a:Ccess to

the equipment needed to develop the computer programs required to attain
the project's objectives.

Research Activ4y Schedule

It is the policy at UW-Stout that project activities cannot be started
until official aPproval for the project has been received and an account
number has been assigned to the project. As a result it was not possible
to, initiate activities to secure participating teams for the project
until early :Junei_1974. By this time in the year prospective participa-
-ting-team-members had-already-made plans-for the summer. Thus, it was--
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not possible to identify-participating teams and conduct the summer
workshop originally scheduled for August, 1974. This necessitated some
changes in the format for-the workshops and their scheduling. These will
he noted in the ensuing table.

The starting date for the project also created several other minor changes
in the schedule for the activities in the project. These changes primarily
involved changing dates and did not include deleting major activities.
Therefore, it is the conclusion of the projedt staff that the program of
research activities.identified in the original proposal has been sustained.
The original aCtivities schedule and the revised schedule are presented
in Table 11-2 which follows:

Table I1-2

Oriçinal --d Revised Research- Activities Schedule

Research Activities Time Schedule

Original Revised

1. Select Advisory Committee. 6/3-6/17/74 6/3-7/1/74.

,.. Select partiCipating schools. 6/17-7/12/74 6/17-8/1/74

3. Analyze teaching decisions. 6/3-8/1/74 6/3/74-5/1/75

4. Design workshop I agenda. 6/24-8/1/74 6/24-9/6/74

5. Conduct Advisory- Committe- meeting. 7/25/74 9/6/74

6. Conduct workshop. 8/5-8/16/74 9/26-27/74

7a. Participating teams work 9/74-5/75 Same_

7b. Project..staff visits centers. At least once
during the-year.

8a. Plan wor-shop II. 10/1/11/29/74

8b. Conduct workshop II. 1/75 1/27-28/75

9.Hold second Advisory Coimnittee meeting, 1/75 4/21/75

10. Project staff collects and analyzes
feedback. 9/74-5/75 10/74-5/75

11. Sample of 's complete work eval-
uation. 3-5/75 Same

II-10
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Table 11-2 (Continued

Research Activities

12. Conduct third Advisoly CoiIttcc
meeting.

l. Conduct workshop, III

14. Workshop participants try out
materials and strategies.

15. Project participants conduct
dissemination conference.

5/75

6-7/75

910/75

16, Project Staff evaluates effec-
tiveness of materials and stra-
tegies. 9/10/75

-17. Final report. 10/75

18. Project completed. 10/31/75

10/75

6/9-6/20/75

9/12/75

11/7/75

9/12/75

12/75

12/75

One major activity was, added at the suggestion of several of the participating
team members. A dissemination conference was cm-.1cted in Madison, Wisconsin
early in November. Ail local vocational education coordinators and VTAE in-
structional services administrators received/announcements of the conference._
More than one hundred secondary and post-secondary special and vocational
educators attended. "Cliis conference helped'to satisfy the many requests for
information received and encouraged the participants to complete their materials
ffir the November showing.

Summar

Given the problem of the study and the resources available, it was de-
sided that an applied research approach-would be most feasible. An applied
research approach which actively involved classroom vocational and special
education teachers in identifying problems and needs, developing solutions,
and testing them with EMR students was designed for this prbject. Utiliza-
tion of this approach brought the project staff in direct contact with the
problems faced by classroom vocational teachers as they instructed EMR
students. An Advisory Committee comprised of persons involved in the educa-
tion and employment of EMR students was identified and'actively participa-
ted in the design and scheduling of the project activities.
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CHAPTER III

Products and Results

The format for this chapter_of the report is based on the original objectives
defined for the projeet. The presentation of the results is focused on the
objectives. For each objective a rationale for the research activities
undertaken isIgiven. This rationale is based on the staff's review of
literature and research activities undertaken in the project. After the,
rationale a brief description of the project activities related to the
objectives is given. Data collected through the research activities are
then presented. The concluding section for each objective discusses the
data and presents the results.

DiaTnostic Test Data Vocational Teachers Need

At the first meeting of the project's Advisory Committee, several questions
were raised related to the meaning of diagnostic test data. The project
director's experience both in research and teaching had.involved the dev lop-
ment and use of a number of data collection techniques. Therefore, the

original intent in the proposal was to ,explore all types of ihformation
which would help the teacher identify the_strengths and weaknesses-Of the
learner. Some members-of the Advisory Committee viewed diagnostic.test
data More narrowly and.defined it to encompass Only specific standardized

testing information. It was the concensus of the Advisory Committee that
the project look at'all types of information available on the EMR learner
Thus, the more general definition of diagnostic test data was utilized.
Any information which assisted the vocational teacher in identifying
the vocational interests, capabilities, potential, and deficiencies .
were included in this study.

Afte Hreviewing research literature on learning styles, teaching stra
and educating mentally handicapped students, it became apparent that
effective vocational instruction for EMR students would have to be based
upon teaching actions which were tailored to the needs of individual

students. Basic to this type of -. iiistmction was a vocational teacher who
could make decisions hased-on information related to the_students' abilities,
capabilities, and deficiencies. These decisions then had to be transformed
into teaching actions which were utilized to provide valid learning exper-
iences for EMR students.

For the research carried out in this project teaching was ;viewed as a

decision-making process. Figure I11-1 defines four- major decision areas
and the centent within which they take place:when teaching vocational

subjects. The context influences all decision areas. The nature and
character_ sties of jobs must be considered when making the specific te;--iiing
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decisions. The vocational teacher must be aware of jobs-which have
appropriate:content and life styles for learners of various capabilities
and interests. In-the traditional class the learning styles or ways in
which persons learn most efficiently would not be of as _much concern as they
are when working with EMR students. When students have unique learning styles
_and have significant limitations and potential, it is important that these
constraints_be considered when selecting content and planning instruction.
Selection of content and the design of the instructional process mbst be

ce,lilleted in a form that will enhance the strenwths of_the learner and rcniediatc

thok areas.of deficiency within wnich the learner will have to have some
competency Wnen performing on the Joh.

Four major ,areas _of decision mai.Ang by the vocational teacher arc gi-ap 1 cal ly

identified in Figure III-1. Decisions in each of these areas are further
explained in Figures 111-2 through III-S.

Content decisions involve the identification of appropriate joli, deter-
mination of critical tasks within these jobs, and-specification of
the skills and competencies required to perform on the jeb. From this

information the instructor must be able to synthesize a course structure
and develop behavioral objectives. Care must be taken in identifying
jobs so that they have tasks which can be done by persons who have
limitations in the scope and depth of activities which they.can perform_
at the level required on a payroll job. Care must also be taken tonot_
confine the potential of the students_ by identifying only very low level
jobs. After the jobs have been identified, task analyses mustMe done to
'determine the tasks, skills, and competencies required on the job. fnforma-

tion from the task analYsis will,provide a basis for writing behavioral
objectives for instruction and designing the course structure. Content
decisionsand their interaction Wi-th the learning styles of the DIR and the

world of work are shown in Figure II1-2.

As depicted in Figure III-3,.teaching strategies, are based on the nature
of the.content -and the learning styles of the learner involved. Decisions

to be made in selecting_ teaching strategies include the modes Of instruction
to Use. For example, should an individualized approach or a group approach
be:used. Since there, are a number of individualization techniques and
combinations of individualized and group approaches, a variety 'of teaching
techniques may be Utilized. Other,strategy decisions include selection of.
-the motivational and reinforcement ,systeM, design of the evaluation system,
selection of media,--determination of the pace of,instruction, specification
of the instructional element size, and the identification of the entry
.point in instruction. The prior research reviewed indicated that the_
reinforcement techniques utilized_should be appropriate to the learneW's

interests arid values. Also, reinforcement needed to be immediate and pro-
vided frequently, especially during the initial phases of histruction. Re-

search,also indicated that the size or the instructional element needed to
he small and that new elemonts,should he presented onl: as the learner

was ready. Strategies must also be selected which are appropriate for the
content to be taught.
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Decisions in the content and teaching strategies areas provide the basis
for_valid instructional plans. The teaching area encompassesthose
actiVities and decisions required to carry out the plan. As graphically
noted in Figure 111-4, teaching decisions involve selection of the
appropriate mode with which to present content, determination of the learne
progress, identification of when to reinforce the:student, and deciding
when,to:initiate a new learning activity. A teacher must select teaching
methods which present content in a concrete, non-theoretical, and non-
symbolic manner. Sufficient time mustbe given for the learner to try
out, apply,- and establish basic job skills. Therefore, teaching tech-
niques must be selected-which allow students to learn through concrete
and hands-on experiences with the tasks encompassed in the job or cluster
of jobs for which they dre preparing.

During the learning process, the vocational teacher mustemonitor
progress and provide verbal and other types of reinforcement for
activities. When it becomes obvious that the EMR-learner is hot
skills through a part-Cular approach, the teacher must s ructure
learning activity and _ cle the learner through it.

the students'
their'
aCqUiring
a new

Another set of deCisions.is involved in evaluating attainment of course
objectives, effectiveness of teaching strategies, and quality oLthe lee-m-

ing activities. If feedback is to be continuous to a learner and the learn-
ing experiences are to be concrete as indicated in previous sections, then
the evaluatiomprocedures used must be continuous and competency based.
Teachers muSt make decisions in relatien to the degree to which the learn-
ing objectives are being attained and the ffectiveness of the learning
activities. In addition, if the informationCollected through the
evaluation is to be most useful it needs to convey data on the causes for
an inadequate performance. The characteristics: of an evaluation system
appropriate for EMR students is given in Table III-l. This systewis
based on the input and'output characteristics that persons with EMR learn-
ing styles and the natdre,of most jobs. Heavy eAphasis is placed oWthe
direct evaluation of doing activities which are cypical to the jobS for

which the students are preparing. Second and third order evaluatien of the
skill's and procedures utilized on the job through written tests' and written
reports are avoided.

EvaluAkion.decisions are made within the context of the content being
taught, the teaching strategies being utilized, and the learning Styles
of the EMR students. These,factors must be taken into consideration when
the skills and competencies to be evaluated: are identified and the pro-
cedureS to be utilized in the evaluation are elected. To the degree

these factors are overlooked the evaluation becomes invalid. (See Figu e

III-S for the evaluation decisions.)

With the model on v_e teacher decisions just desc ibed in mind, several
case studies were designed for the first workshop. (A copy of the agenda

for the first workshop and the,case studies are included in Appendix F.)
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TABLE

Characteristics of An Evaluation

§ystem for DEZ's

A. Cmpete

1. Based on valid tasks.

2, Concrete evaluation tasks, problems and
questions.

B. Based on a Developmental Design

1. Logical sequence

2. Psychological soquencc - Common -_-udent

Errors.

Dia nost

1. Identify-e rors

2. Identify po sible causes

Identify response capabilities
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During the first workshop, the participatink teams were'asked to review
the case studies and identify;,-a-vt5catJonal education plan-for the'student
described. 'A resource person frem the project participated in each discussion.
Some of the case study examples were kept purposely simple with a sparsity
of information. Others were quite detailed. Based on the dicusSions of the
case studies,- project Staff members and the participants identified the types
of data needed in order to make valid vocational education plans for EMR
students. In addition to the experiences during the initial workshop., the-,
project staff visited each of the'participating schools at least onte
apd some twice during the remainder of the school year.

Based on these experiences and the feedback from the participants, it
was apparent that the following types of data were needed when making de-
cisions related to designing and conducting vocational education for EMR
students.,

Level at which the:student reads: Since vocational inst-iction
uses written-Eitructional materials and equipment-and service
manuals, vocational teachers need to know.-the students' reading
ability. A measure of the students' ability to read words and
sentences anem.their capacity to comprehend the content is needed.,

Mathematical Com etencies: A measure of the mathematical opera-
tions, measurement s ills and form perception which the students
can perfonn is needed.

,

Vocational Aptitudes: A measure of the studeP
Tglii areas related-to a variety of occuptien=

Vocational Inter
occupations, it _
ests.

When counspling'stq'. r:c.71(:erning varieus

necessary to have inf,,-Ination on their inter-
_

Dia ostic InFormation _ in the Cl-ssroom: Information

collecte. rom t e A visory Committee, participatinL teachers, an
visitations to the participating schools indicated chat there was a need
to obtain diagnostic information through the teaching/.
activities structured in the classroom and lab.

Since the EMR's ability to intake and output symbolic informati c. and

responses is limited, it is important that the procedures utiii../.ed to
collect data-provide test tasks which directly measure the comp-_ency
.involved. Because of these input and response limitat,ions, the

work evaluation process which employs hands-on, concrete experie.tces
appeared to provide mere accurate and definitive information on the
students' aptitudes and interests. Since few,good diagnostic tests
were available which allowed EMR students to perform at their maximum
capacity and also provided diagnostic information on the problems en-

--countered, Aiagnostic evaluation carried out by th,_ classroom teacher
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during the learning process became more important. This.was especially
true in vocational education where few appropriate perfOrmance tests were
available.

Vocational Teacher Com etencies Needed to Inte- _et Dia iostic Test Data

As noted in Chapter II, the research design for this project was based
on an empirical approach through which vocational teachers who'had EMR
students in their classes would identify the competencies they needed in
order- to work effectively with these students. In addition, project staff
members visited the classrooms and laboratorieS within which the partici-
pating vocational teachers taught. These visits plus interaction with
the participating teams during the workshops provided the information for
identifying the competencies vocational teachers needed in order to inter-
pret and utilize diagnostic test data.

Nearthe end of the first.workshop, the participants were asked to review
a tentative list of competehcies and tasks which vocational teachers had

to have in order to effectively teach EgR's. The original list was defined
through A review of literature and research related to vocational education
fot mentally handicapped students. The participants reviewed this list
and sUggested some additional tasks and competencies. Theg'0 were added to

the instrument. After the instrument had been completed and reproduced,
each participant responded to the competency list. (See Table III-2 for

a complete listing of these tasks.) Post administration of the instrunent
was completed in December, 1975 to assess the participants perceptions at
the end.of the project.

The participants were asked to _respond twice to eah task and competency.
The first response was an indication of the competency a teacher needed

in.order to work effectively with LW's. Responses ranged from "(1) no

proficiency" to "(5) proficient - must be able to do without assistance

or reference". Participating team members were asked to indicate t-eir
present level of ability in regard to each of the tasks and competecies

listed. The same scale,was used for indicating their ability as waS
employed for recording the ability needed.

A set of decision rules was identified o be utilized in analyzing the data

from the pre-assessment and identifying those tasks and competency_areas in

which the participating vocational teachers and team members .needed to develop

additional capabilities. Areas of critical need, in other words, those that re-

quired the most develoPment, were the competencies with a median value of 4.5 or

more for ability needed and a reported present.ability which was at least

.2 points below the ability needed. For example, the vocational teachers
in the project indicated that the median ability level needed to utilize

Work evaluation data (item 33) was 4.8. They reported,that.theirpresent
ability_had a median level of 2.3. Therefore, this was an area of critical

need, since the median ability needed was greater than 4.5 and the UTTIEF
once between the present ability level and,the ability needed was more than

2. kcomplete summary of the ability needed and present ability is recorded

in Table I1I-2. Post-assessment data on the competencies needed are also

included in Table..11,...
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Two competencies fell in the critical need area. As noted above, the
interpretation and utilization of work evaluation data (median ability
needed - 4.8) was one of the critical need areas. The other area was
concerned with the application of behavior modification techniques in
the classroom (item 2). At the conclusion of the project vocational
teachers indicated that a slightly lower level of proficiency was needed
in these two areas. More emphasis was placed on using assistance in
those two areas. Their responses still revealed these as areas of need.

Areas of need were those in which present ability was one to two poin--
less than the ability needed.

Several competeneieS related to thecollection, interpretation and use
of evaluation data fell into the need area on the reassessment. Partici-

pants reported a need to develop competency in requesting data (Item 3, median

ability needed 4.3), conducting student interviews (Item 43, median
ability needed = 4.8), interpret test results (Item 46) and developing be-

havior observation skills (Item 47). On the post-assessment the vocational
teachers suggested that a lower level of ability was needed on requesting
data (Item 3) and conducting student interviews (IteM 43). As a result,

these two items no longer fell in the need category. \In the post-assess-
mente vocational teaehers placed more emphasiS on doing theSO with- the

.assistance of other staff members. Their experiences in the project

appear to have had an impact en their perceptions of team work in the school

system. On a number of the competencies, the vocational teachers modified

their responses from being able to "do without assistance" to doing it with
the assistance of somedne else. Thus, the change in emphasis probably
reflects more of an interest and motivation to work with other staff members

in the schooLand does not reflect a feeling that the task was not important.

On the remaining tasks cited above, the post-assessment emphasis was appro-
ximately the same as that observed on the pre-assessment. The slight
changes observed did not reduce the extent of need reported in the pre-
assessment.

Vocational teachers arsq.indicated a need to develop competencies in the area
of the evaluation of EMR-vocational training programs (Item 18) and the
ability-to evaluate a competency exercise (Item 52). In addition, vocational

teachers indicated a need to develop competency in analyzing interpersonal

interactions in the .classroom (Item.31). Responses to the post-assessment

were very similar to-those on the pre-assessment with the exception.of item

52. On Item 52 there was a marked increase on the post-assessment in the

level of proficiency reported as needed. in other words, at the end of the
project vocational- teachers felt that there was more need for the ability to
evaluate a competency exercise without assistance than they reported in the

pre-assessment. The other competencies noted in this paragraph also reoained

in the need category.

To Item 13, which asks the degree to which the participating teachers needed
comPoency in interpreting diagnostic test data, tlie median response-was-3.3
on the pre-assessment and 3.5 on the.post-assessment. In other words, the
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participants thought that they needed to be able to do this with assistance.
iThere was a slight trend for the vocational teachers to feel that an in-
creased level of competency was required in this area. More of the vocational
teachers thought that they should be able to do this without assistance
(Category 4) than in the pre-assessment. In general, though, the participants
thought they needed to be able to do this with assistance. This response
runs parallel to the reactions given to the ability needed to develop A-V
material (Item 42) and prepare video-tape demonstrations (Item 41) which both
had moilians of 3.8 on the ability needed scale in the pre-assessment. On
the post-assessment the ability needed to prepare video-tape demonstrations
increased to 4.0. To Item 39, which asked the vocational teachers to indicate
the competency needed in utilizing,the services of an A-V specialist, the
median response was 4.3 on the pre-assessment and the post-assessment. In

other words, the participating vocational teachers saw a need to be able to
work effectively with specialists in the area. The vocational teachers
appeared to have a similar perspective in regard to the interpretation of
information related to the learning styles and capabilities of EMR students.
As noted previously, several of the items concerned with the acquisition ,

and use of evaluation information received ratings in the need category.
Thus, it appeared that the participating vocational teachers felt that they
should have more competency in using diagnostic test data in developing in-
struction. However, they felt that interpretation and application could
be done with the assistance of a specialist.

-Reactions 'from the participants- and observations by the project staff in-
dicated-that the participating teachers'had a general comprebensOn of
the characteristics and-needs of WR-stUdents However, as noted in Table
114-2, manyfelt that they lacked the cOmpetency to.Make adequate responses
-0 these -needs. These special competencies Will be discussed in morp de-

_ for objective nuMber,3.

After participating in the project, vocational .teachers were_more interested
in obtaining assistance in acquiring and using standardize:test &RI work
evaluation-information:than doing this,on their. own. At the end of the

- project they-inditated.a need for higher.levels of competency in collecting,
,driterp-feting and using classroom data' in making their teacher decisions.

111-13
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Table 111-2

Competencies Needed by Vocational Teachers in
Order to Teach EMR Students As Perceived by the

Vocational Teachers in the Vocational Teacher-EMR Project

No Proficiency 1

AwaFe of the competency 2

job With Assistance , 3

Do WithoUt Assistance in most instances 4

PrOricient (do without assistance or reference)_ 5

Task/Attitude

.Cenduct a task analysis of a job.

Utilize behavior rnodificit ion tech-
niques-in developing desired be-
havior.

Utilize the internal and external
referral processes to reCtuest in7
formation pertinent to clasSroom
-activities.

4. Ease the transition from school
to work through instruction of
job getting and job keeping
skills.

6

Inter-relate personality, so-
cial, and interpersonal ethics
into classroom learning
Activities.

Utilite a competencY based
.evaluation system rather than
the A-B-CD-F gTading system. .

7. Simplify instructional units
into small learning.Steps with
constant use of repetition and
over4earning.

e-AasQssnKnt
Ability7KeEne-Tieht:Abili y

2 2

sment

ThTflrty Needed

' 4.250 2.875 .1.250

4(25 2
73.

4.333 3 4.00

4.250 3.125 4.25

4.917 4.000 4.5

4.625 4.000 4.750

4.625 3.667 4.167

4 2



Construct instructional-units
:in daily living skills (telling
time, counting change, etc.)

ommunicate effectively using:

Simple verbal expressions, ex-
planations, and examples.

10. Simple physical demonstrations.

As many of the five senses as
possible.

prganize Coop and on-the-
training programs.

Interpret diagnostic'test
data knowdng its uses, limita--
-tions, and imlications for
classroom activities.

Translate medical and psycho-
logical reports into meaningful
individualized vocational pro-
gramS.

Understand the LQ's relation-.
ship to predicting.vocational.
success; potential motor
.abilities, and work attitudes. .

Understand the job requirements
(Motor and social skills)jn
those occupations applicable
to the EMR.

,17. Utilize a public relations
program.

1 . Evaluate the EMR vocationa
training,program effectively.

Jprovide a slower concept/
skill learning pace.

-essmcnt _ment
Ability Need0--17FREht Ability Ability Needed--

4.800 3.750 3.500'

4.800 4.125 4.750

4.625 4.333 4.9

4 7 3.875 4.25

4.800 2.875 3.333

3.250 2.625 3.560

3.750 2.125 3.250

3.250 2.333 3.167

4.625 3.000 4.167

4.800 4.167

4.800 2.750 4.500

4 800 3.200 4.500
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1-2 (Continued)

20. Minimize lecturing and maxi-
mize learningbydoirg. 1

21. Maximize stimulation by.fluctuating
learning activities. / ,

'Build the EMR's seL -concept
through acceptance;and success
in classroom activities.

23. Fccus learning activities
on what the EMR can do.

Promote an environment of high
personal hygiene expectations.

25. Provide a "Work Bound' train-
ing atmosphere to set the
stage for the ultimate trans-
fer of the EMR to employment
and his necessary adjustments
toward independence.

26. Break complex motor skill
tasks into simple steps.

27% Construct highly stimulating,
learning situations where judg-
ment and discrimination are
minimized and imitation is
maximized.

28. Develop instructional units
revolving around,job-specific

,concepts and skills rather
than general concepts.and

(Mini-courses,
Packages).

-:29. Accept personal and situa-
tional criticism from EMR's
without antagonism.

Look'objectively at personal
prejudices and understand
their influences on behavior.

4.917

4.800

4.9 7

4.625

4.625

4.91T

4.625

4.625

4.625

4.500

4 4
111716

2 L:

4 125 4.750

3.667 I'

3.8751 T 4.900-

3.3 1 4.900

3.750 3.833

4. SO

2.667 4.670

3.333 4.500

2.875 4.500

4.333

4.500

4. 00

4.000 4



.4461e. 1 1-2 (Contin ed)

Gciipetèncy/Task/Attitude

Analyze interpersOnaI and
personalenvironmental situa-
tions without request from
or aid of the EMR.

Deal effectively With highly
emotional situations such as
student-student, student-sthool,
student-home, or employer.

33. Utilize work sample evaluation
reports effectively in .program
development.

34. Develop work sample based eva
uation system.

5. Conduct home visits.

36. Develop more positive attitude
toward working with 1

37., Adjust standards for
expected-of EMR's-.

formance

Develop work evaluation unct.

Effectively utilize the services
of an A-V specialist.

40. Develop sheltered employment
experiences.

41.. Prepare video-tape,demonstra-
tions,

42. Develop A-Vmaterials.

43. Conduct student interviews.

44. Evaluate effectiveness of
teaching techniques.

45 Acceptance of individual dif-
ferences of the EMR.

e mcnt 20st-Assessment
Ability-NEEdW--g-resent Ability ,Erriaricie-Laiir-

,

4.250 2.750 4.000

3.625 4.250

4.800 2.333 4.167

4.250 2.000 3.833

3.750 3;900

4.800 4.625 4.500

4.625 3 333 4.500

4.000 1.800 3.500

4.250 2.750 4.250

4.000 1.375 2.500

3.750 3.000 4.000

3.750 3.375 3.833

4.800 3.625 4.167

4.125 3.625 4.500

4,625 4.200 4.750

45



Continued

-Assessmct Assessment
Ability Ability

Task/A 2

Inte test results.

Develop behavior observation
skills.

,Develop.an awareness of how to
recognize students with problems
in the regular class. (EMR.

learning disability, etc.)

Learn how to change uTittev
material into other modes of
instruction.

Develop, positive attitudes to-
wards working on a team.

Be aware 6f social and work
problems encountered by EMR's.

52. Evaluate a competency exer-
.

Determine what is the function
of the administrator in develop-
ing the EMR program.

Give in-service training to other
teachers working with EMR's.

Develop positive working rela-,
tionships with governmental
agencies involved with the fami-
lies of theEMR.-

Develop accurate progress charts
of individual student progresg
in all courses, to include pro-
blems and specific concerns on
an on-going basis.

7. Use staff from area university to
assist in material adaptation
and prograM planning.

4

Know local labor market trends
and placement opportdnities
,and problems.

4.250

4.625

2-.875

3.000'

4 625 000

4.625 2 7

4.800 4.000

4.625 3.2

4.125 2.800

2,625

3.750 2.667

3.750 2.625

4.000 3.000

4.000 3.125

4.625 3.000

4 6
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4.000

4.167

4.167

4.750

4.250

4.500

4.000

3.500

4.000

4.000

4.500

, 4.500



22EPX cy/TaSk/Atitude

sessme, post-Asegsiiierit
Abiliti Present Ability Ability Neede

9. Know vocational vocabulary.

660. Know safety procedures in rela ion to
equipment.

'61. Know how to write a proposal.

62. Develop alternatives to reading
instruction.

63. Develop post-secondary programs.

64. Willingness to depprt from tra-
ditional teaching strategies.

Plan in-service programs for
regular class teachers.

66 Conduct follow-up contacts with
EMR's after graduation.

67. Develop alternatiVe post-
-secondary vocational training
opportunities for EMR's.

68. Conduct flexible learning ex-
periences-(be able to quickly
adjust to student needs).

69. Respond to individual student
needs.

70._ Relate classro
life.

ruction to

1. Develoi special education vocabulary

i-72. Develop cooperation with other
departments.

73. Develop instructional units which
will assist-students in developing
deciSion-making abilities.

Develop leisure time activitieS.

Q2 Q2 2

4.333 3.750 4. 750

4.500 4.625 4.750

3667 1.875 3.259

4.625 3.250 4.000

2.333 1.667 3.833

4.625 3.750 4.750

3.875 3.000' 3.500

4 2.333 3.500

3.750 75 3.500

4.800 3.625 4.500

4.800 3.250 4.500, ,

4.800 4.000 4.750

4.000 2.750 4.500

4.625 3.000 4.750

4 000 2.800 4.000

4.125 2.667 3.500
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Special Competencies Needed by'Vocational Teachers in Ordei. to Construct
alid and E fective Learnin eriences and-Vbcational Pro!_ans for EMR

ents

Job Identification. Based on the project staff's experience 'II the workshops
and contact with schools outside of the project, it beeame apparent that one
of the competencies needed was that of identifying jobs which were appropriate
for individual EMR students. One of the first questions received-when di
cussing vocational education for mentally handicapped students was "What
kind of jobs can they obtain?" Mbst vocational educators-have experience
,in preparing students for jobs which require average or above average
capabilities. Their realm of experience does not include identification
and trainin for simpler jobs.

t has also'been the project director's experience while working with vOca-
tional educators at secondary and post-secondary levels throughout.the upper
Nidwest during the past ten years, that most vocational teachers do not
have experience in redefining jobs. VOcational teacher education courses
stress the identification of the skills required to perform existing jobs.
Little emphasis has been given to identifying the competencies and potential
of_the students and then redefining a job to meet that student's needs and
capabilities.

As reported in Table 111-2, the vocational teachers in the project re-
ported a need to develop more competency in identifying jobs appropriate
for EMR's (item 16). Therefore, a session in workshop III and reference
materials were made available to the participants. Also, a computer program

was developed for storing and retrieving information on these jobs., (This.

program is described in the last section of this chapterw)

'Task Anal sis and Detailinl, One of the criterion measures used to select
vocational teac eTs is their occupational experience and competency. Thus, it
is assumed that vocational-teachers know what tasks are included in their,

occupation. Also, it is assumed that they will be able to analyze this
occupation and break it into component elements which can be readily taught.
It has been the experience of the project director in working with teachers
concerned with vocational and technicalprograms in general that they have
problems in identifying specific job content for instruction. The porticipants
in the Vocational Teacher Competency-EMR-Project indicated that this was even
more important to their work with EMR students. For example, vocational
teachers reported a need to develop additional competency in conducting
task analyses (item 1, median ability needed = 4.3). Closely allied to this need

was the reported need to be able to analyze complex motor skills into
specific steps (item 26, median ability needed = 4.9). Knowledge of the local

labor market trends and placement opportunities for EMR students, item 58,
was also reported as a task in which the teachers needed additional com-
petency. As a result of these experiences and the feedback from the
participating teachers, workshop sessjons en task analysis and task de-

tailing were presented during workshops 1 and II. An outline of the
task analysis process and a task based curriculum development system is

I I-20
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given in Figure 111-6. (A complete set of the materials used for the task
fanalysis and task detailing-presentatiOns during workshop II is given in
Appendix G.)

The task based curriculum development process stresses the identification
of a job or cluster of-jobs as a starting point.in the 'curriculum develo ent
,process. The next step is to sub-divide the job or jobs into more homo-
geneous sets of activities called functions. Some job analysis processes
term these sets of activities "duties". After the functions hdve been
identified the next step is to\analyze the furrctions into s6aller job
elements called "tasks". A, task is the smallest convenient unit of job
aCtivity which has a discrete purpose.

Participating team members were encouraged to utilize the task analyses
recorded in ERIC and those.produced by other authors as a starting point
in'their task analysis-process. If an appropriate task analysis was not
available, the vocational teacher could go to employers and employees in
the occupation and ask them to identify the job fundtions and tasks.
OT, they might observe several persons perform the job.

Validation of tasks involves' collecting data on the activities performed
on the job. Informatipn for the validation could be collected through a
task survey or through actual observation of persons performing the job
or jobg. If these are not possible, the job could be simulated in the
laboratory.

In order to obtain the specific information necessary to develop behavioral
objectives it is necessary to break each task down into more specific steps .v
and processes. This is especially critical when vocational instruction
is being developed for EMR students. This step in the analysis,process is
called "task detailing". Ibis is a critical step and requires considerable
insight on the part of the instructor and the ability to utilize a variety
of resources to define the specific steps, processes, attitudes, knowledges,
and manipulative skills which.need to be perfOrmed in compl,eting a.task.

Once the task and task detailing data are available, it is possible to
write,the behavioral objective for the vocational program. Each behavioral
'objective would include a statement of the conditions under which the person
would"perform the task, a definiiion of the type of performance expected and
specificailon of the criterion level of,performance.

Writing behavioral objectives when developing instructional modules moves
into the realm of developing instructional strategies and learning materials.
These will be covered in the next competency identified. .

Reactions to-the presentations on task analysis and task detailing were very
positive on the part of the participants. In addition, their applications

indicated a grasp of the procedure. One indicator of the interest in this.

process was the fact that two of the participating school systems invited

4 9
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1dsntfy Function

Develovinstructions

- Teaching-strategles,
Leernin9 Activities
(including alterni,!,
tives)

- -V aidS
-C aluition,
- Re ources

Fo Graduat s

Step
Processes

-Attitudes
-Knowledge
-Man,i pu I ati v
Skills

revise

FIGURE 111-6: Task Based Curriculum
Development System
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project staff members to make presentations on task analysis to all of
the teachers in their schools. Applications of the task 'analysis process
during workshops Il and III indicated that participants were able to gain
a better idea of the specific competencies required to perfonnajob and
were able to identify and design more specific learning experiences for
their students: Responses on the post-assessment confirmed these observations.
Conducting a task analysis retained a high competency rating and, while fhP
rating for task detailing dropped slightly, majority of the responses were
in the high level of proficiency category.

Develo in Concrete Learn eriences. One of the trademarks of voca-
tional education is t e empaasis on practical laboratory experiences and
on-the-job training. The typical vocational program, however, involves
a considerable amount of verbal and symbolic material. These are often
presented thrdugh the lecture method., . A common term used to denote this
information is "related technical information". In the post-secondary
vocational-technical schools in Wisconsin, a general education component
is also included in vocational programs.

There frequently is a tendency to adda dash of mathematics and a sample
of science to vocational programs in order to give the studentS involved
a "better idea" of what is happening in their jobs. This may be worth-
while for the student who has average or above average ability to process
symbolic materials. However, for the EMR stuaent, it is often a hurdle
which cannot be negotiated_ The task analysis process, if followed exactly,
tends to eliminate much of the extraneous verbal information put into
vocational programs.

Mbst jobs have valid cognitive content which must be mastered by the
student in order,to adequately perform the job. Operator's manuals must
be, used'in making repairs and orders must be Interpreted in order to
initiate the proper activities. The challenge to the vocational instruc-
tor is to develop concrete learning experiences which will impart these
cognitive knowledges to the EMR learner. .

Vocational teachers in the project indicated a need to develop more comr-
petency in designing instructional units based on job specifie tasks (item
28), construct stimulating learning experienEes (item 27), and design more
flexible learning experiences Titem 68). The need to develop alternatives
to learning acti ities based upon reading was also noted (item 62, median
ability =4.6). le vocational teachers participating in the project re-
ported the need ti identify additional competencies related to teaching
strategies. Participants reported a need to develop additional competency
in varying learning activities (item 20) and utilizing as many of the learner'
five senses as possible (item 11).

During the first workshop, the participants indicated a need to develop
more competency in iqterpreting reading scores and identifying the reading
level of written materials. One of the participating team members, Carol
Kay, developed a paper on readability and techniques for determining the
readability of instructiOnal-materials. This paper was utilized in a
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readability 'presentation during the secAid workshop. (See Appendix H for

a copy of the paper.'

Participants also indica ed that there wps need to develop additional
competency in the utiliz.tion of grade level reading ability scores.
Most of the pa ::.cits were not familiar with the usual developmental

sequence in aceui,ing reading skills. Nor were they, very familiar with

the types of sxills represented by a grade level reading score. In order

to assist the participatits in working with reading-scores, the project's
research associate developed a guide which defines the types of reading
skills commonly developed at each grade level and lists the sequence in
which reading skills are noizially developed. This guide is included in

Appendix K. Reactions, to this guide wer,e positive.

Participants in the proj6ft ,e) indicated a need for further information

on the types of skills re,rci.tec, by grade level math scores. Thus, a.

guide similar to the one devijoped reading was constructed for the math

area. This guide is reprod1,-%ed in Appuridix L. At the present time a
graduate student is workiroy fin a computer program which would assist voca-

tional teachers in analyzine math skills required in given tasks and
projects.

In workshops Il and III re' rsons discussed alternative modes for

presenting instruction to , ,rts, Emphasis was given to teaching methods,
learning activities, and evalL l'inn which were not dependent on symbolic
and theoretical materials. ( .

ic.yof the agenda for workshop III is

included in Appendix J.) For exL le Dr. James Bensen from UW-Stout

presented a variety-of tec).ique r indiiadualizing instruction which
included non-verbal learning packages and hands-on laboratory experiences.
Dr. Bensen also discussed various formats for sequencing these learning
activities to provide alternative routes to attaining the same objective,.

Another approach taken was to place more reliance upon multi-media instruction.

This was one of the reasons for including a media specialist on each team,

This addition appeared to have been very Productive as the media specialist
was able to help the vocational teacher in developing mediated instructional

materials. As noted in the previous section, vocational teachers indicated
the need to be able to work effectively with media specialists and to use
A-V learning materials 9n the pre- and post-assessment.

In the second workshop, a presentation was made on the factors in readability.
During this presentation, the participating team members.observed ways to
revise reading materials to make them more readable. Later contacts with
the participating teachers indicated that they applied many of these

techniques in developing their classroom materials. In addition, two of
the vocational teachers expressed interest in further information on tech-
niques for rewriting materials for EMR students.;

After participating in three wrkshops and using the techniques and approaches
Alresented, the vocational teachers continued to feel that these competencies

were important. Developing job specific learning activities, more.flexible
learning experiences, And minimize lecturing while emphasizing learning by
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doing retained their high level o competency need ratings 'from pre- to
post-assessments. The medians for these competencies were in the do with

, some assistance and proficient ranges. Competencies associated with
modifying reading materials (item 49 and 62) received lower proficiency
ratings on the post-assessment. Participatirg vocational teachers gave
more emphasis to doing these with assistance. These changes appeared to
result from their growing awareness of the contribution reading specialists
could make to their work.

The approaches'taken with the participating teachers have been productive.
There still remains, however, need for more research work on the cognitive
knowledges learned through hands-on learning activities in the vocational
laboratory.

hasis on Students. In the typical vocational classroom, the emphasis is
on content. Vocatiaal teachers have as a prime concern imparting those
skills and knowledges required to perform a job or cluster of jobs. This
concern is evidenced by comments such as "Students must acquire enough skills
to perform on the job", "How will they learn enough skills to be able to
perform all the tasks", and "I'm really short of time to teach'the skills
required on the job". These comments are not meant to conve the idea
that vocational teachers are not concerned about students. Vocational
teachers are concerned that students acquire appropriate skills'in as
efficient a manner as possible. However, their concern for students enters
their decision making after the task analysis and course outline have been
established.

When 'planning vocational instruction for EMR students, knowledge'and concern
for student needs and characteristids must be involved in the curriculum
develOPment process from the first stage on. Figure,IIII7 depicts this
early involvement. The starting point of vocational curriculum develop-
ment is\an analysis of jobs. This analysis must take-into account students'
capabilities,and potentials as well as the usual task identification.
In addition, it may be neCeSsary for someone'connected with the vocational
program to work with an employer to.restructure a job for,a specific EMR
student. The task analysis must also be done in sufficient detail to .

provide the information necessary for developing effective vocational
instructional materials and teaching strategies for EMR students. There-
fore, the vocational educator muSt be 'gore concerned with student char-,
acteristics than under typical conditions.

As noted previously, participating vocational educators identified a
need for more competency in conducting task analyses. They also reported
that they should develop additional competency to respond to individual
student needs (item 69, median ability = 4.8). On the post-assessment

the median for this item was 4.5 which was still in the proficiency
category.

Participants indicated an interest in having adequate information avail-

able on students' interests, capabilities, and potenttks so that they
could design,individualized programs for EMRstudents. In the case study

activities presented in the first workshop, one contained very little

specific information on the,students' vocational aptitudes and interests.

The most frequent question raised by the participants when working with
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this case study related to the need for more information on the students'
aptitudes and interests. Members of the participating teams felt that
this information was important when helping the student select a vocational
program and when designing learning experiences for the student. Since
EMR students often do not process verbal material readily, it is important
that_the aptitude and interest information'be collected through a process
which assesses these traits rather than the student's ability to read.
One such technique that looks promising is'work evaluation.

, Most of the
participating schools made arrangements to have 4 to 9 of their EMR
students processed through work evaluation. In most,instances, this in-
volved the use of the SINGER work evaluation unit. The data collected
from this process were utilized by the-teachers during the fall of the
1975-76school year in selecting vocational education programs and de-
signing learning activities for students.

After experience with C.:?, work evaluation data the participating vocational
'teachers indicated that a lower level of competency was sufficient in this
area. The median for ability needed dropped from 4.80 on the pre-assess-
ment to 4.167 on the post-assessment. A part ofthis can be attributed
to the teacher's growing,interest in working with specialists. However,
a significant part of this change can also be attributed-to some weaknesses
in the work evaluation data. -Reports from the participating schools
revealed that the work evaluation data were not always valid-and the re-
ports Were difficult to use in mOdifying curriculum and instruction. As

a result, teachers placed more emphasis on Using a competency based evalua-
tion system :cm 6) and evaluating competency exercises (item 52).

After the task_analysis and student assessment data have been accumulat-d
alternative modes of instruction must be developed. These alternatives
will provide more opportunities for students with learning handicaps
to achieve given vocational objectives. Teachers must also develop
a habit of trying out and evaluating each mode of instruction to deter-
mine the effectiveness with students having given characteristics.
In addition, the evaluation must take into account the degree to which
it developed valid job coMpetencies. A follow-up study of graduates
will validate the original task analysis.

In order to place appropriate emphasis on staidetits' needs, teachers must
have a positive self-concept, feel secure in 1:.eir jobs and be concerned

with others. Vocational teachers in this project indicated the high
levels of proficiency were needed in acdepting criticism from EMR's
(item 29, median = 4.5), understanding how one's prejudices influence
behavior (item 30, median = 4.5), and developing a positive attitude tow, d
working with EMR'!-- (item 36, mrdian = 4.5).

Since attitudes develop slowly, implementation of successful vocational
programs for EMRs will be dependent upon an appropriatel, designed in-
service program which is reinforced with hlgh levels of support services
froM guidance counselors, special educators and media specialists. Also,

administrative support and encouragement is essential:
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A udent orientation to instruction is the keystone in developing an
effective vocational program for EMR students.

Classroom Mana-ement_Tec -ues. Teaching a vocational class which has
EMR ,isT5aents mainstream_, or a total class of,EMR student5 presents
unique problems to the vocational educator. The pace of instruction
must be adjusted to match the acquisition capabilities or the learners
(item 19). Information an:1 skills must be presented in smaller and more
detailed steps (items 7 and 26) than what the educator has been used to
doing. Also, provision must be made for more repetition, however, this
must be done in a way that maintains the interest of the students item 21).

When EMR students are mainstreamed with regular vocational students,
there is extreme pressure on the teacher's classroom management,strategies
to provide for individually paced instructional activities. Typically,
vocational teachers have been accustomed to.moving the class_as a unit
towards stated instructiorial goals. On competency 69 for example, voca-
tional teachers reported a need to develop more competency in responding
to ndividual student needs. Introduction of students who learn through
unique styles and move at a slower pace provides a new set of prObleMs
for vocetional teachers (item23). Mbreover, the individualized instrut ion
provided for the EMR learner cannot be based upon an extensive amount of

reading (item 62). This:tends to ndgate much of the individualized
learning materials developed by vocational teachers.

Since E. students have usually been accustomed to failure in classroom

situations, it is important that-their'activities be reinforced. Also,

application of behavior modification techniques or some other type:of

management strategy to modify behavior is often necessary. These

strategies require high levels of reinforcement with appropriate reinforcers.

item 22). In order to do this, the vocational teacher needs to have an
understanding of the developmental sequence's involved in acquiring each

skill and be able to apply competency based evaluation techniques. A know-

ledge of'various motivatorsJs also necessary.

In order to be more effective in the classroom or laboratory which

enrolls EMR students, vocational teachers must conceive of themselves

as resource managers. At the present time, many operate under the
conceptualization of a teacher'as being the dispenser-of skills and

knowledge. The resource mananger seeks a variety of ways to provide

experiences whiCh will develop skills and knowledges required on the

job. For example, the resource manager will look to others to aid in

the instructional process. One effective source of additional assistance

in the classroom is students who have mastered-a particular skill. A

number of research studies have shown that peer teaching can be effective

both in aiding other students in the class and in further developing the

Competencies of the peer teacher. Appendix I contains a paper developed

by the graduate research assistant on the project staff. This paper

describes the process for identifying peer teachers and procedures

for effectively utilizing them in the classroom.
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In the process of working withthe participating teams, several Competencies
-that special educators and media specialists needed to develop became
apparent. Table 111-3 presents the post-assessment judgments of the

:cial educators and medi- specialists in the project.

Areasjn which special educators had,significant need for professional
development included task analysis (item 1), competency based evaluation
'tem 6), organizing on the job training programs (iteM 12), understanding

job requirements (item 16), and evaluating vocational education programs
for EMRs (item 18). They also reported Significant needs in the areas
'of providing a word bound training atmosphere (items 23 and 40), breaking
complex moter skills into small steps (item 26), developing work sample
based evaluation systems (items 34 and 52). 0ther'competency areas in
need of_significant-development-were developing-a-work-evaluation-unit
(unit.38), evaluating teaching and learning (items 44 and 48), knowing
the local labor market (item 58), and knowledge of vocational terms- (item
59).

In general, special educators felt that there was a significant need to
improve those Skills related to job identification, job analysis, vocation-.
al course,planning and occupational instruction. Several of the special
educators on the team expressed an interest in learning more about the
principles and philosophy of general education.

Media specialists also indentified several areas in which they needed more
competency. Task analysis (item 1), rewriting materials to simplify reading
(item 49), and developing positive working relationships with external
agencies involved with Sas (item 55), were identified as the most critical
areas. Other areas of important need were simplifying instructional units
(item 7), using as many of the senses to communication as possible (item
11), focusing learning activities on what the EMR can do (item 23), use
university staff to assist in adapting materials (item 57), knowledge of
local labor market (item 58), willingness to depart from traditional
teaching strategies (item 64) And developing instruction which would build
decision-making skills.

Basitally there were three basic clusters of competencies the media specia ists
though were most importand 1) competencies needed to analyze jobs and
tasks, 2) utilization of local resources to LLvelop media and,3) skills
needed to effectively communicate content to F.M1,-

Summary The participants had a general comprehension of the meaning

o ,test scores. They were able to interpret -tandard scores such as IQ

and grade level scores to identify whether students were average, below

average, or significantly below average in their skills ai measured by

the instrument. However, their comprehension of the specific skills

measured by various instruments was limited. This was expected 'since

the educational program in which the participants had been involved,

with the exception of counselors and work evaluators, did not stress

the interpretation of standardized test data. Also, the participation

of counselors and work evaluators on the teams was planned in order to

provide assistance with the detailed interpretation of test scores.
A significant need identified was competency in responding appropriately

5 8
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Table 111-3

Post As'sessment RePort of Conetencies Needed by Special Educators, Media Specialists

and the Total Group of Part cipants in.Ordel to Teach EMR Students

No Proficiency . . . . .

Aware of the competency.

Do With Assistance . .

Do Without Assistance in most instances . . . . . . 4

Praicient (do without assistance_or referonce 5

mpetency/Task/Attitude

- Conduct a _ ysis of a job.

. Utilize behavior modification techni-

ques in developing desired behavior.

. Utilize the internal and external re-

feral processes to request informa-

tion pertinent to classroom activi-

ties.

. Ease the transition from school to

work through InstrUction of job

getting and job keeping skills.

. Interrelate personality, social, and

interpersonal ethics into classroom

learning activities.

Nbdia Specialists

N . 5

Special Educators

N .

Total

--1157-377-7resent
Needed Ability

ilit
Needed

resent

Ability Needed

Present

Ability

4.000 2.000 4.250 2.000 4.125 2.750

3.500 3.000 4.500 3.750 4.000 3.500

3.500 2.500 4.500 4.100 4 214 3.333

.000 2.500 4.833 3.900 4.500 3.786

4.000 3.000 4.833 4.250 4.550 3.938
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ble II

upeten Task/Attitude

Utilize a co _etency based evaluation

system rather than the A-B-C-D-F

grading system.

Specialists Special Educators Total
N-. 5 . N . 21

Wilty Present 'iility reent Ability Present
Needed Ability Needed Ability Needed Ability

_Q2 Q2Q2
4.000 3.000 3.833 2.833 3.955

Simplify instructional units into

small learning steps; with constant

use of repetition and over-learning. 4.125 3.000 4500 3.500 4,273 3.400

ConstTuct instruttiona1 units an daily

living skills (telling time, counting

change, etc.) 3.750 2.750 4.833 4.000 4.286 3.650

=vacate effectively using:

Simple .verbal eXpressions, expla-

nations, and examples. 4.250 3.667 4.529 4.250-

Simple physical demonst -tions. 4.333 4.250 4.500 3.750

As niany of the 5 senses as-possible. 4333 3.000 4.300 3.500

Organize Coop and on-the-job training

programs. 3.000 2.000 4.

Interpret diagnostic test data know-

ing,its uses, lindtations, and impli-

catkms for classroomactivities. 3.000 2.167 4.500 3.500

Translate medical and psychological

reports into meaningful indivadual-

'Zed vbeational programs. 2.833 2.000

4.692

4.545

4.308

4.050

4.111

3.444

4.375 2.600

2.875

3.250 3.500 2.500
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)1e 111-3

ipetency/Task/Attitude

Media Speciali

N= 5
Ability Present lity Present ility Present
Needed Ability Needed Ability Neicd Ability

SpecialtducatO_

N . 8

.- Total

N . 21

. Understand the 1.Q.'s relationship

to predicting vocational success, po-

tential motor abilities, and work

attitudes.

Understand the job requireme_ ts

(motor and soCial skills) in those

occupations applicable to the EMR.

-Utilize-a-public-relations- progTam.-

Evaluate the EMR vocational train-

ing program effectively.

Provide a slower concept/ski__

learning pace.

Ydnimize lecturing and naximize

learning by doing.

Maximdze stimulation by fluctuating

learning activities.

Build the EMR's self-concept through

acceptance and success in classroom

activities.

Focus learning activities on what

the EMR can do.

Promote an environment of high per-

sonal hygiene expectations.

2.833 2.500 4.500 3250 3.700

3.000 2.833 4.833 2.500 4.5 0

4.000 3.000 4.000- 3.500 4.167

3.167 2.500 4.700 3.167 4.591

4.000 4.000 4.833 3.833 4.591

4.500 4.167 4.929 4.000 4.667

4.500 4.167 4.929 3.900 4.667

3.833 3.500 5.000 4.300 4.667

3.875 2.750 4.929 3.929 4.625

3.000 3.000 4.500 3.900 4.167

2._

3.000

3.300

2.786

3.667

3.962

3.962

4.167

3.750

:3.700
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ble II

Task/Attitu e

. Provide a "Work Bound" training at-

mt,sphere to set the stage for the ul-

timate transfer of the EMR to employ-

ment and his necessary adjustments

toward independence.

. Break complex motor skill tasks into

simple steps.

. Construct highly stimulating learning

.tuations-whele-judgment-and-dis---

crimination are minimized and imita-

tion i5 maximized.

. Develop instructional units revolv-

inp around_job-specific concepts and

sLils rather than general concepts

anl skills. (Mini-courses, Packiges

Accept personal and situational crit-

icism from EMR's without antagonism.

. Look objectively at personal preju-

dices and understand their influences

on behavior.

. Analyze interpersonal and personal-

environrent situations without re-

quest from or aid of the EMR.

Media Specialists Special Educators Total .

__N . 5 N =_8 N 21

5iIity RigaT-----4;ility Present 70.T.ITT-TTis-e-r
Needed Ability Needed Ability Needed Ability

3.500 2.500 4.929 3.250 4.500 3.000

3.125 3.250 4.833 2.500 4.545 3.111

3.333 3.000 4.333 2.833 4.056 3.063

3333 2.250 4.500 2.750 4.545 2.444

4.000 3.500 4500 3.833 4.269 3.786

4.000 3.167 4.300 3.750 4.250 3.750

3.500 3.000 4.333 4.000 4.000 3.250
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Tible 111-3 _

Competency/Task/Attitude

32. Deal effectively with highly emotion-

al situations such as student-student

student-school, student-home, or'em-

ployer.

33 'Utilize work sample-evaluation re-

ports effectively in program devel-

opment.

34. 'Develop ork sample ba--d evalua ion

Media Spe-ialists Special Educators Total

N = = 8 N=21
ility Present ility resent Present

Needed pility - Needed Ability Needed Ability

2 Q2 QZ Q2 Q2

3.500

3.000

system. 3.000

Conduct home visits. 2.000

36. Develop more positive atti'ude

toward working with -ENWs. 3.500

37. Adjust standards for performance

expected of EMR's. 3.000
1

Develop work evaluation unit. 3.000

39. Effectively utilize the service of.

an A-V specialist. .

4-.875

40, Develop sheltered employment e -eri-.

ences. 2.167.

Al. Prepare video-tape demons rations. 4.667

42. Develop A-V materials. 4.875

SOO 4,700_ 3.250

2.500 4.167 3.100

2,500 4.500 2.500

2.000 4.700 4.250

3.833 4.929 4.500

2.833 4.917 4.100

3.000 4.625 2.500

' 4.667 4.500 3.500

2.000 3.750 2.300

4.667 4.500 3.000

4.667 4.500 3.750

4.300 3.214

4.071 2.722

3.929. 2.500

4.100 3.000

4.731 4.083

4%200 3.250

3.875, 2:786

4.545 3.625

3.600 2-.250 .

4.083 3.083--

4.250 3.583



ble 111-3

, Media Specialists Special Educa ors Total
. = N8 N . 21

mpetency Task A I ude ility e 11 ty 'resent AblriTy'17-esent
, Needed Ability Needed Ability Needed Ability

., __Q2__Q2.___
Conduct student intervieqs. 2.500

Evaluate effectiveness ofteaching

techniques. 3.333

Acceptance of indi

of the EgR.

Interpret test results.

Develop behavior observa

dual Idiffe nces

4.500

3.000

on skills. 2.833

Develop an awareness of Ow to recog-

nize students with problems in the

regular class. (EMR, learning dis-

ability, etc.) -t 2.833

Learn how to change writ* material

into other modes of inst-'ction. 4.875

Develop positive attitudei.$ toward

working on a team.

Be aware of social and work problems

encountered by EMR's.

4.447

3.167

How to evaluate a conete1q exercise. 3.125

Determine what is the fuction of the

administrator in develop* the EMR

program. 3.000

2.000 4.500 3.500 4 125 3.214

2000. 4.833 3.500 4.545 3.400

3.500 4.929 4.833 4.786 4.500

2.500 4.500 3.167 3.833 3.000

2.167 4.500 3.700 4.357 3.333

2.833 4.500 3.167 4.214 3.143

3.250 4.833 3.500 4.692 3..350

4.000 4.929, 4.700 '4.800 4.200

2.333 4.929 3.500 4.667 3.417

2.500 4467 2.500 4.463 2.278

2.500 4.000 2.500 3 875 2.357-
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le 11.1.3

petency/Ta k/Attitude

Give in-service training to other

teachers working with EMR's.

Develop positive working relation-

ships with governmental agencies in-

volved with the families of the L.

Develop accurate progress charts of

individual student progress in all -

courses, to inclnde problems and

specific concerns on an on-going

basis.

Use staff from area university to

assist in material adaptation and

program planning.

Know local labor market trends and

placment opportunities and prob-

lems.

Know vocational vocabulary.

KnOW safety procedures in relation

to equipment.

Know how to wri e a proposal.

Develop alternatives to ading

instrUction.

Media Speciali.ts Special Educators

N = 5 N 8

Total

N . 21

ility Present ility present ility _resent

Needed Ability Needed Ability Needed Ability

3.000 2.500 3.900 2.700 3.800 2.722

3.500 1 4.700 3.000 4.333 2.500

2.667 .1.667 4.300 3.100 , 4.000 2.714

3.250 2.000 4.000 2.833, 3.889 2.688

3.167 2000. 4.700 2.500 4.591 2.750

4.000 3.250 4.929 3.000 4.692 3.286

,3.500 3.500 4.700 3.750 4.500 3.900

3.500 2.500 4.000 2.000 3.786 2.167

3.750 3.250 4.500 3.000 4.333 2.938
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)1e :

flpeten Task/Atti ude

tdia Specialists Special Educators Total

= 5 N 8 N . 21
lilt), resent A ility _resent 77ATEM7--Tresent

Needed Ability Needed Abili:ty Needed Ability
2'

Develop 05 -_econdary prograus. 3.500 2.000 4.500

_1Q2-

1.300 4.125

Willingness to depart from tradi-

tional teaching strategies. 4.875 3.750 4.929 4.000 4.882

Plan in-service programs for regular

class teachers. 3.500 2.500 3.500 2.000 4.100

Conduct follow-up contacts with E

after graduation. 2.167 1.833 4.167 2.500 3.750

Develop alternative post-secondary

vocational training opportunities

2 00 1.833 3.500 2.000 3.700

Conduct flexible learning experiences

(be able to quickly adjust to student

needs). 4 000 3.000 5.000 3 500 4.692

Respond to individual student needs. 4.000 3.333 5.000 4.100 4.692

Relate clas§room instruction to life. 3.167 3.167 5.000 4.167 4 667

Develop special education cabulary. 3.333 2.667 4.929 4.000 4.200

Develop cooperation with other

departments. 3.500 '3.167 4.929 3.500 4.731

1.900

4.000

2.500

2.200

1.7 6

3,250

4.063

4.000

3.286
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Te ency/Task/A itude

Nbdia Specialists , Special Educators
. 5 N . 8

Total

N = 21

rlity Present ility Present lity Present

Needed Ability Needed Ability Needed Ability
2 2 i2 2

Develop instructional units which

will assist students in developing

deciSion-making abilities. 4.000 2.750 4.833 3.167 4.313 3.182

Develop leisure'time activities. 3.333 3.000 4.167 3.500 3.857 3.250
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to-the EMR's behavior patterns and needs. As mentioned above, the

teachers had at least a general understanding of the strengths and

weaknesses of the EMR's learning styles. However, they felt a need to
develop more sophisticated techniques to utilize in responding to these

needs. Skills_in identifying jobs, conducting task analyses, developing

concrete learning experiences, and applying effective classroom manage-

ment techniques were needed. The energy to develop these skills and

'make the necessary modifications in'instructional content and approach

must come from a strong feeling of concern and responsibility for these

students.

Determine the Sufficiency of a TWo-Week Worksho

The purpose of the activities related to this objective was to determine
whether the competencies identified in objectives 2 and 3 could be developed

through a two-week workshop. With enrollment stabilizing at the senior
high school level in moSt states and decreasing in junior high and
elementary schools, the infusion of new staff members in school sYstems

will be_greatly reduced. Thus, the in-service of teachers presently
on staff would appear to be one of the basic avenues for developing

competencies to provide vocational programs for, EMR students. This is

not meant, however, to mean that the same competencies should-not be

developed in undergraduate programs preparing vocational teachers. This

will also be an important application.

Prqject Wprksho s. Three workshops were conducted by the project. The

purpose 0 t:e first workshop held during_September, 1974, was to orient

participants to the project, determine their understanding of the EMR's

learning characteristics, and identify their ability to interpret and .

utilize information related to EMR students. A copy of the agenda for

the first workshop is included in Appendix F. During this workshop, the

participants worked with a number of case studies and prepared vocational

program plans for the students described in the case studies. Based upon

these experiences, the participants identified-competencies they needed

o develop and made suggestions for the agenda for the second Workshop.

After the:first' workshop had been completed, the participating teams

identified curriculum and instructional needsfor specific students

in their school systems. Project staff memberS'visited each of the

schools to observe the programs offered, by the participating schools.-

In addition, the agenda.for the second Workshop was discussed with each

of the participating team-members.

A draft copy of the agenda for the second workshop was developed based

en the participants' input-and the review of research conducted by the

project staff. .This agenda was submitted to the Partcipants for,their

reactions: After their response had been reviewed, the-final workshep

agenda was developed. (A'copy of this agenda is included in Appendix H.

The fir8t session in the second_workshop was-devoted to basic skillis in-

communications. fri the second session, the participants were involved

in applying a task based curriculum development process to their-vocational

program. Each participating team identified jobs related to their voca-

tional programs, analyzed theSe jobs to determine the tasks involved,

and selected a task for further:analysis.

77
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The last session on the first day of the second workshop was concerned

with the meaning of reading level scores and techniques for determining

the.reading level of written materials. A copy ofthe papers prepared

od readability is included in Appendix H. During this session, the

narticipants were involved,in rewriting materials to make them more eadable.

Alternative ways to present information were also discussed.

During the second day of the,workshop the participants focused on care-

fully analyzing a task into detailed steps for use in their curriculum.

Margaret Wiinimaki,'who had experience in developing courses and,instruc-

tional materials for BMR students in the field of HoMe Economics, presented

the methodology for task detailing and worked with participants in detailing

a task they had selected.

After the secimid workshop, the participating teams worked on developing a

small sample of instructional materials to try out the task detailing .

process and to apply some techniques for presenting vocational instruc-

tion to EMR students. During this time, the project staff members com-

municated with the participants to determine their needs and identify.

an agenda for the third workshop to be held during the summer of 1975.

Based upon the feedback from the participants and the project sta f
members analysis of need, an agenda was developed for the third
workshop. (A copy of the agenda for the workshop hF is included in
Appendix J.) The third workshop presented techniques for identifying
jobs for EMR students and possibilities for restructuring jobs te,fit
the performance capabilities of these students. One day was devoted to
teaching techniques and strategies appropriate-for EMR students. After
each of the presentations related to these topics, the participants
identified techniques appropriate for the learning modules they were
developing.

A part of one day was used to present various techniques for.individual-
izing instruction. Primary emphasis was given to those techniques which
did not require extensive reading. A variety of non-verbal learning pack-
ages were displayed for the participants. These ideas were used to
identify techniquesXor individualizing instruction for the participants'
EMR students. Another session was based on the interpretation of test
and work evaluation information. Each participating team had work eval-
uation data available on their students. This session assisted them-in
interpreting this information.

-

During the workshop, a presentation was also.made on,a task and competency
based evaluation system. This presentation emphasized.the importance of
using evaluation techniques which stressed the performance of occupational
tasks rather than the use of written tests. The procedures identified also
emphasized the importance of continuous evaluation and provision of
appropr;iate feedback for the students.

The second week of workshop III was planned to provide time for pai:tici-

pants to develop a complete module of vocational instruction for EMR
students. The modules are based on a task or sub-set of tasks required
in a given oCcupation. Instructional strategies and learning activities

7 8
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were designed based upon the techniques presented during the first week

of the workshop. Valid evaluation processes were alse identified. In

addition the participants developed alternative learning activities for
students who had a variety Of learning styles. (A sample of.these
learning activities is contained in Appendix M.)

\

A summary and dissemination wbrkshop was conducted in November,\1975._

During the -initial part of"this workshop each of the participating teams
reported on the mateialsthey had developed and their utility in the Class-
room. The last portion of the agenda was a swap and share session between
theparticipants and those attending the conference. Vocational educators .

from throtighout Wisconsin were invited to attend the workshop. Approximate

120 persons attended the November workshop., Secondary-, postsecondary and
State-Education agency personnel were tn attendance.

The members of the participating teams.suggested this emphasis for the last
workshOp. It was theirleeling that.it would'provide needed information to'
vocational educators throughout the state. In addition it encourage&
the teams to organize and formally report their programs. The workshop

was a success on both parts. Many favorable comments and follow-up .
requests were received from thos7 in attendance.

ASSIstance.tofEN's Outside th -Pro'ect. As a result of the project's re-

queSt to t e Wisbh Pu Iic S ool System for a participating teamthe
project director received a -quest to 'provide an in-service course for

their practical arts teacherS. The purpose of this course was to develop
competency in working with EMR students inipractiCal arts courses. By

that point in tine, the project staff had identified a tentative list of

competenciesneeded. Also, the Madison Public School System had two
competent.instructors who had experience working with EMR students. Thus,

a coursewas developed,for tweray-four staff members in the four high

schools in Madison, Wisconsin. MOst Of the competencies identified for
the four workshops just discussed were included-in this course. The one

exception was the_small emphasis given the task based curriculum develop-
ment process in the in-service class. (See Appendix N.of an outllne of

the. Madison in-service course.)

I

The in-service course had the advantage of paralleling the teachers
involvement with EMR students. This course was designed to present
infomation and techniques 'during a class meeting which were then
applied in the classroom during the ensuing week. The next session
allowed the teachers to discuss problems encountered in the application
process and then go on to additional content. Feedback from the part-
icipants and the persons staffing the course indicated that this was

highly sucL--ssful. The project director reviewed the instructional mater-
ials developed by the participants and found them to be of high

quality. It appeared that the opportunity to parallel the in-service
workshop or course with actual classroom teaching was very fruitful.

In September and October, 1975 the participating team members tried out
the instructional modules they developed during the summer workshop.
Also, project staff members visited most of the participating schools.
Near the middle of December, the participants were asked to evaluate

111-41
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two workshop agenda. The data from the four workshops conducted by the
project, the participants reactions to the draft agendas, and the competency
data were utilized in constructing the final design for the workshop.

Based on-the experience in this project and the feedback froM ihe participating
team members, it was scheduled thata two week workshop could provide the
competencies needed to initiate effective vocational instruction for EMR
students. To accomplish this, however, the workshop must be set in the
appropriate context. The data in Table 111-3 indicate the perceived level
of competence expressed by the participants as they completed the project.
Considerable growth was evident in several areas.1 For example the ability
to conduct a task analysis grew from a vilean of 2.875 to 4.167. Other areas -

still show need. For instance, participants indicated that their average
terminal ability was 3.5 or utilizing a competency based evaluation system.
In contrast they thought they needed a level of 4.75. (See Table 111-3 for
a summary of these data.)

Workshop agenda. If a school sxstem has a sincere desire-to devel6p an effective
vocational education program for the EMR student, itJmUst plan fortmore than a-
single workshop. Figure 111-8 describes a sequence of events whicli, must be
utilized if there is to be high probability of7---a workshop having a lasting
impact on the participants. The first phase of the sequence of events is the
establishment of a positive climate for-change. Staff and administrators must
identify vocational eduCation for,the EMR student as one of the pri*ty
areas for their school -,.ystem,--If this is not done, it\is very likely that
any program development attempts will e sporatic and-uncoordinated. This

phase is extremely critical. Unless emp.aasis is plac d on program develop-.
ment in this area, there will be little motivation tof spend the time and
effoLL Lequired to construct new courses, curriculum riateria1s, and teaching
approaches.

The second phaSe irlvolvos the determination of student needs, workshop
participants' needs, id securing workshop staff. A needs assessment of EMR
students should be taken to identify their characteristics, and specific
vocational education needs. These will vary somewhat from school to school
and thus it is important that each school system collect its own information.

After,the-needs of students have been identified, the staff competencies should
be assessed. The assessment instrument for this can be based on the competency
instrument utilized in this study and the specific needs of students identified
in the first activity in this phase. Identification of the competencies.k&
the participants in the workshop at this stage will allow the_workshop plan-
ners to adjust the agenda and select appropriate workshop staff. It may also
be possible to utilize the local staff as resource persons/at various points

in the workshop agenda. __-

After the needs of students and participants have been analyzed, the final
workshop agenda, staff, and resource persons can be identified.

The next phase involves conducting the workshop. The specific activities
and sequence of events in the workshop are detailed in the workshop agenda
which fellows. This agenda was designed based on the research conducted in
-the Vocational Teacher Competency-EMR Project. An attempt was made to provide
a considerable amount of time for the participants to apply the contents pre-
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Post

Table 111-4

sessment Report of Competencies Needed by Vocational Teachers

Order to Teach EMR Students as Perceived by the
ationai.Teachers in the Vocational Teacher-EMR Project

KEY

No Proficiency. .. . . . . .. . . 1

Aare of the competency
Do With Assistance
Do Without Assistance in most instances ..
ProTicient (do without assistance or re nces

Competenc) ask/Attitude_

1. Conduct a:task analysis of a job. ,

Utilize behavior modificat on teduli-
clues in developing desired behavior.

Utilize the internal and:external re-
foira processes to request-informa-

portiswillt, to classroom activities.

'lase the trans i tion from school to
work through instruction of job
getting wld job keeping skilLi.

Interrelate personality, social, and
interpersonai ethics into room
learning activities.

Utilize a competency based evaluation
system rather than the A-B-C-D-F
grading system.

Simplify instructional units into
small learni g steps with constant
use of repetition and over-learning.

Constru
living skil
change, et

ructional ur
(telling tin

daily
counting

1

Ability Needed Present Ability

Q7 0

4.250

3.833

4.167

3

4 000 750

4.250 4 (

4.167

4.750 3-500

4.167 4.0

3.500



Table III-4 (Contin d)

Ability Needed Present Abtli

Competency/Task Attitude

Communicate effectivcly using:

Simple verbal expressions, expla-
nations, and examples.

10. Simple physi cal demonstrations.

As many of the 5 senses as possible.

AZ. Organize Coop and oi-the-joh training
programs.

4.750

4.900

4.250

3.333

.4.500

-4 900

3.667

Antorpret diagnostic test data knowing
its uses, limitations, and implica-
tions for classroom ciLtivltles 3 500 3.000

14. Translate, medical and psychological
reports into meaningtul individual-
ized vocational programs. 3.250 2.750

15. Understand the I.().'s reTationship to
predicting voc tional succoss,.poton-
tinl motor abilifies, and work atti-

tudes.

i. Understand the job requirements (motor
and social skills) in those occupa-
tions applicable to the INK.

17. Utilize a pub I I c ro lations program.

IS Evaluate the Els4R vocational training

program effectively.

-ovide a slower cor ;ill

learning. pacc -/

70. Mininilze lecturing and maximize
uing .by doing.

learn'

stimulation by iluctirit ing

'tivi

22. Build the E1R's self-concept through
acceptanyn andY success in classroom

activities. 1..

82
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3.167 2.500

4.167 3.500

4.167 3.000

4.500 3.16

4. (4_500

4.750

4.750 4.1(

1.900 4.750



Tabie 111-4 (Continued)

etency/Task/Attitude

23. Focus learning ciCtiVitiOS _n what
the EMR can do.

Promote an environment of high per-
sonal hygiene expectations.

Provide a "Work Bound" training atmos-
phere to set the stage for tile ulti-
mate transfer of the EMR to eMploy-
ment and his necessary adjustments
toward independence.

26. Break complex motor skill tasks into
simple steps.

Construct highly s_imulating learning
situations where judgment and discrim-
ination are minimized and imitation js
maximized. \

Develop instructional units revolving
around job-specific concepts and
skills rather than general concepts
and skills. (Mini-courses, ,ackages

29. Accept personal and situational crit-
icism from EMR's without antagonism.

Look objectively at personal preju4
dices and understand their influences
:on behavior.

31. Analyze interpersonal and persoial-
ynvironment situations without re-
eluest from or aid of the EMR.

32. Deal effectively w th highly emotional
-situations such as student-student, .

student-school, student-home, or
employer.

33. Utilize work sample evaluation re-
port* effectively in program devel-
opment.

Develop work sample based evalu _ion
system.

8 3

Ability Need_ Present

(12Q2

4.900 4.500

3.833

4.107 3.000,

4.500 -3.900

4.500 3.500

4.500 3.500

4.500 4.750

4.500 4.167

4 000 3,000

4.250 4

4.167 2,500

3.000



(Continued)

Ability Needed Present Ability
___ ______,__

Competency/Task/Attitude 02
CZL--,,-

-35. Conduct hom77! vits. 71.9DP

36. lAlvelop more positive zittitudc
toward working with I1MR's.

37. Adjust standards for perfonnance
expected of EMR's.

38. Develop work evalvation

4.500

4.500

3.500

397 Effectively utilize the services of
an A-V spocialist. 4.250

4.167

3.500

3.000

4.000

40. Develop sheltered employment experi-
ences. 2.500 2.000

11. Prepare video-tape demonstratiohl:.

42. Develop A-V materials.

43. Conduct student_ interviews.

44. Evaluate effectiveness of teaching
techniques. 4.500 4.000

45. Acceptance of UlUi).!id 1131 di t- feriNices

of the E. 4.750 4.500

46. InteTret te,,;t resultS. 4.000 3.833

47. Develop bona-v:1,0r observation skills. 4.167 3.750

4.000 3.833

3.833 4.000

4.167 4.000

48. Develop an awareness ot how to recog-
nize students with problems in the reg-
ular class. (EMR, learning disability,

etc.') 4.500. 3.500

49. Learn how to change writter material
into other modes of instruction. 4.167

,S0. Develop positi attitudes toward
working on a team. 47750 /4.900

Be aware of social and,work problevl
encounteTed by EMR's. 4.250 3.833

527 How to evaluate a competency exercise. 4.500 3.000

4
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Table 111-4 (ContinucQ

Convetency Task/Attitudo

55. [kit:ermine what is the Function of the
administrator in developing the EMR
program.

54. Give in-service training to other
teachers working with EMWs.

;5. Develop positive working relation=
ships with governmental agencies in-
volved' with the families of the EMIL

56. Develop aCcurate progress charts of
individual student progress
courses, to include problems and

, specific concerns on an on-going

57. Use staff from area universi, to_

ils'siStin material adaptation and
prograi:ff-planning.

58 Know local labor market trends and
placement opporlimities and problems-

59 Know vocational vocabt&try.

60. Know safety procedures in relation
to equipment.

61. Know how to write a proposal

62. Develop alternatives to reading
instruction.

63. Develop post-secondary programs.

64. Willingness to dopart frm tradition-
al teaching 'strategies.

65. Plan in-service programs forsregular
class teachers.

66. Conduct follow-up contacts w th DIR's
alter graduation.

111-47

Ability Needed Present Ability

Q2 Q2

4.000 3.500

3.500 3.500

4.000 3.000

4. 00 3.500

4.500 2.500

4_500 3.500

4.7'50 4.500

4.750 4.500

3.250 2.500

4.000 3.500

3.833 2.500

4.750 4.900

3.5UC 3.5 0

3.500 2_500



7-ar 111-4 ( untied)

eded Present Ability

itude

67.

68.

Develop alternative post-secondary
vocational training opportunities
for ENTC$.

Conduct Clexible learning experiences
(be able to quickly adji6t to student

3 SOO 2.833

needs). 4.500 4.250

69. Respond to 1 divid stude t needs. 4.500 4.750

70. Relate class oom instruction to life. 4.750 4.500

71. Develop special education vocabulay. 4.500 3.900,

72. Develop cooperation with other de-
partments. 4.750 4_500

73. Develop instrntional units which will
assist-students in develOping. decision-

making abilities. 4.000 3.900

74. Develop leisure time activiti 3.500 3.167



PI ase

Tr

Phase ITT

Phase IV

_s ablish positive
climate for change

Determine needs of
stuaents
Determine needs of
participants
Secure,workshop staff

Conduct a wer_= op

- Prove needed
resources
Evaluate impacts

- Mbtivate/reward
Disseminate

Figure [II 8: Major Events in L'vloping an
Effective Vocational Education
Program for EMR S,tudents

8 7
I -z19



sented in the workshop. There -ore, it would be important that the teachers

come to the workshop prepared with a practical situation for which they can
develop instructional materials, teaching strategies, and an evaluation plan.
Also, resource persons and project staff should he oriented to utilizing
techniques which involve the participants in the content presented. Exper-

ienced teachers are more interested in and usually learn more from activities
which involve them directly with the content and processes to be learned.

The last phase is the follow-up. This phase is very critical if the work-

shop is to have long-range effects in the:school system. .The workshop will

provide-the basic-skills needed to adapt vocational -instruction to the

learning styles of EMR students; however, unless there is assistance and

motivation to continue the developmental efforts in this area the impacts

of the workshop will be short-lived in most instances. The presures of

other teaching activities and the extra amounts of energy required to de-

velop new materials and approaches.require that the participants receive

recognition for their worke assistance with developmental activities, and

an opportunity to disseminate their work. While all phases in this system

are important, this last event must be carried out or it is likely that

there will be few long-pinge impacts of the workshop.

The workshop agenda which follows was bas6d on the workshop- utilized in the

project and suggestions-of the project participants. Draft agendzs were

prepared during the latter part of the project and submitted to the partici-

pating team members. Their comments and suggestions were utilized in

drafting the final copy of this agenda. As noted in previous paragraphs,

it is important that this agenda be revised and modified according to the

competencies of:the _staff members entering. ,

The agenda has been designed with the idea that several teams of teachers

would, be involved in the workshop. A team should have a special educator,

vocational educator, media specialist, and counselor. If the workshop is

_being conducted within a school system, it may not be necessary to have a

counselor and media specialist available for each team. Instead, one media

specialist and one counselor might work with several teams.

It may not be neccessz -y to have the counselor and media specialist attend

all of the sessions of the workshop. The participants on the VTC-1M Project

felt that most, if not al], of the sessions were worthwhile. For imdia

specialists those that deal with the ways in whiL:b Ulk students acquire

and erocess infm-mation and media techniques which are most appropriate for

students with these loarning s.tyles would be most germane. Also, the media

specialists would he'needed during the wo'rk sessions. Counselors would find

the sessions on the characteristics and needs of PIZ students of most importance!.

Sessions on teaching techniques and AV materials would probably he of less

interest and importance.

During the initial sessions of the workshop the counselors would provide a

valuable resouree in interpreting case study data and developing programs

to:meet the needseof the students described. During the second week of tlic

workshop counselors should be available for consultation on the learning

needs of the MR students for which the teams are dkvoloping the materials.

if! !-.)0



The 'workshop should be staffed with a workshop director who has full time

available for the workshop, time to planiirior to:the workshop and time to

follow-up on the impacts after the workshop has'been completed. The work-

shop director should also have expertise in the Area of vocatignal education

for the handicapped. This would make it possible fiar the'workshop director

to make soMe presentations and serve-ICS 4 resource person. However, it is

recomnended that the workshop director not become heavily involved in making

presen,-_ations, pne or two would be sufficient, since this would conflict

with coordinating the workshop activities. Depending upon the number.of

participants At-is-recommended that there_be one or_two .full-time workshop

staff members in addition to the director. If the workshop has 16 people or

lessi-..one additional full-,time staff member would be adequate. If the

-workshop has more than 16.a second workshop staff member should be added for

each 16 additional participants. The staff members.should be selected to

supplement the competencies of the workshop director. CoMpetencies required

for each of the sessions are listed in the agenda. These should be reviewed

prior to identifying staff.

In addition to the project staff,.resource persons should be selected for

specific sessions. These persons should have a high level ofexpertise in

the area in--which they are presenting. The agenda has been designed so

that there,is ciwurk session after . each of the presentations which require

resource persons. Thus, the expertise of the resource person would be ava

able during the application.



Day

3:30 a.m.

Su gested Workshop Age-Aa

Vocat onal- Education for

EM-- Students

ivity; Registration, coffee and conversatio

1

9:00 a.m. Topic: Orientation to
the workshop

o Welcome

o Why vocational education
for EMR students
is important

Workshop Object ves

Participant's roles and
rvolvement

Final products from work-
shop
Disciassion_ ions
Answers

10:30 a.m. Break

10:45 a.m. Topic: Learning Model
for HMR's

Discuss or use media
to show.that ENR's can
acquire vocational skills

Vocational needs of EMR's

Inputs How ENR studen
acquires information

i'sses How liNIR

student processes i

mation

Speaker: Director
of the workshop

CD Experienced with ,

workshops

EM Experienced with
vocational education
For the handicapped

Experienced in workipg
with EMR's

Speake Resource Person

mm Certified special education

mm Experience in vocational
education

Experience in speci
education'

Knowledgeable or
learning processes

Output - J!ow IMZ ros onds



12 Noon -fLunch

1:15 p.m. Topic: Vocational Curr
Development Processes

Speake Resource Person

Identifvtng valid jobs

Studi- needs analysis
(appi, .he content of
)revious session.)

Task Analysis

Identify competenci

Simulate a task analysis
of a simple job (work
session). Identify a
leader for each work
group

3:00. p.m. Break

p.m. Complete 1:15 session

Experienced in voca-
tional education

um Competent in task based
curriculum development

Knowledge of EMR learning
styles

4:00 p.m. Topic: Revim activittCs '-ker: Workshop director

Rex, ew lay's activi

Introduce tomor--:w's
activities

o Quest es ons

4:20 p.m. Adjourn

Day LI

8:30 a.m. Topic: Discuss agenda
fdr day 2

Workshop Airocto

a.m. Topic: Noels of the EMR

o Needs of EMR students
in participant's di/Scip-

line

par icipants

ton hy

Identify chair person
for each discussion

groups.



9:30 a.m.

10:IS a.m.

10:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

gif there is sufficient time prior to the workshop participants
should study the needs of their EHR students.

Topic: T-acher needs
assessment

Speaker: Project director

O Completen C .:rac-
teristics instruiwat

o Discuss Char= s-

ties

o Discuss results of pre-
workshop needs assessment
with participants

o Relate these results
to contents of future
workshopsessions

Break

Finish prior session

Knowledgeable of EMR
Characteristics

Knowledgeable of Co._
cies teachers need

Noon: Lunch

Topie: Goals, issues and
opportunities in Vocational
Education

O Unique contributions
of vocational education

Cluster vs. preparation
for a specicfic job

Classroom vs. on the
job training

o Vocational education for
the handicapped

1:15 p.m. Complete previous session

9 2

Speaker: Resource Person

Experienced in vocat
education

Knowledgeable of goals
and problems of vocational
'education

Knowledgeable of trends
in vocational oducation

Knowledgeable of vocational
education for the handi-
capped



1:45 p.m. Topic: Case Study 1=
PlanninQ Occupational
Learning

p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Introduction to the
proCess and caso
study problem

Groups rev ew case
study and recommend
solution

oups present
solution(s) \

o Discussion

Break

\

Complete previous \session
\,

Topic: Review acevities

Rev i clays actiVites

Introduce tomor
activities

\

-stions/ Suggestions

\

4:20 p.m. Adjourn

8:30 a.m.

8:45 a.m.

=-1

Speaker: Workshop direct
in charge.* Chairperson and
lecorder appointed for each
group

Competent in t e case
study method

Nnewledgeable of poten ial
solutions for the problem.

Checks for participants !
competencies related to
to the problem during
work session.

Speaker: ft)rkshop director

Topic: Discuss agenda
for the day

1

Topic: Test and teacher
collected data

o Basic statistic us i--d n

reporting test

Common tests o
ahil.ty and their mean

t=1

Speaker. Workshop director

Speaker: Resource person

Experienced in test- .nd
measurement

Able to interpret test data

Knowledgeable in applying
test data



Diagnostic tests of
reading and mat
abilities

o Int-lest tests

o Work samnic data

Utilizing data in cur-
riculum and instruciton
decisions

o Discussion/questions/
answers

10r00 a.m. Break

10:15 a.m. Complete previous session

11:bO a.m.

e2=1

Able to interpret test
data

Able to determine relevant/
. irrelevant test data when
helping EMR's make voca-
tional choices

C=. Competent in communicaLing
this content to teachers

Topic: Tase study Speaker: Workshop d_ ector.
Group,leaders and recordc rs

appointed.

Noon Lunch

1:

2:00 p.m.

'Review Case study data

Determine relevant/
irrevelant material in
case study

Develop solution(s)

Present and discu so
tion(s)

Complete Case $tudy

Topic: Vocational Pot
of EMR's

Compe ent in the case study00

Knowledgeable of potential
solutions for the problem

* Cho/a for part cipants'
competencies reiated to the'
problem during work session

Speaker: Resource person

Mhtching abilities and
experiences with job re-
quirements

Utilizing students' in-.

a lobtersts in selecting

e Assisting, employer'sW th

job modifications,/

/ 111-56

Experienced in working 1,

with EMR vocationally

Have b;i:kg round iii veca

education

00 Have experienc in pla

EMR's on jobs



o Developing the social
skills needed an the
job

o Discussion/quest
answers

-CO p.m. Break

p.m. Complete previous session

Knowledge of work
evaluation

' 4:00 [ Topic: Review Activities

8:,3O

8;45 a.m.

Review day's activities

o Introduce tomorrows act
vities :

uesti u gestions

-er: Wor op Director

Topic: Discuss agenda
for the day

Topic: Group Leadership
Skills

Speas__. Workshop Director

Spe er: Resource person

Communications process

Deriving group ob-

jectives

Working to achi
gives:

Motivating the reluc-
tant performer. Dealing
with:confrontations and
negative situations

estions/answers

10:00 a.m. Break

10:1 a.m. Comp e e previous sOssion

95
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mm Kfrawledgeable of com-
munications techiques

mm Experiei:-ce with group

dymamics'

"m Background wi
goal setting st

co Background in appiiq
motivational technicius

or



11 Topic Task Analy is
Procedures

Noon - inch

a Overview of the task
analysis proce-7
Review sample task
analyses

Relate task analysis to
instructional deVelop-
ment

Qaestion_ _714e:

Topic: Conducting a
task analysi5

'articipants identify
jobs appropriate Apr
FMR's

Identify tasks for
jobs related to areas
taught by the partici-
pating vocational
teachers

o Identify job(s)
tasks for which voca-
tional instruction
materials will be de-
veloped

Break tasks into speci-
fic steps appropriate for
EMR's

Make curriculum and in-
struction decisions
(Note: may want to go to a
business to observe and
analyze an actual job)

(ll) p.m. Breok

3 15 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

ComOletc previoUs sess

Speaker: Resource person
or workshop director

Competent settipg
up task analysis of
jobs

Expc:rienced in using
task analysis in in-
struction

Experienced in working
with EMR's

Speaker: Same as prev ous
session

R° Competent in setting up
task analysis of job

Experienced in using task
analysis in instruction

mm Experienced in working
with EMR students

Knowledgeable of jobs
appropriate for EMR's

Able to access ERIC

Topic: Review activities Speaker: Workshop director

II
8 9 6



4:20 p.m.

P30 a.m.

8:45 a

[i

Topic: Discus
the da

Review days activities

Introduce tomorrows -
ties

Questions suggest ons

ivi-

agenda for Speaker: Workshop director

-

Topic: Modifying
materials

ading Speaker: Psource person 1

iTha- reading scores mean

O Methods to determine
.'..11E levels

O Ways to modify reading
.

materials a -ropriately
for EIMR's

Discussion

10:1S a.m, Break

10:30 a.m.

A reading specialist

Able to interpret readi
scores

Able to present relevance
& irrelevance of reading
scores

Er erienced in working
with ENTR

ibJe to present ways o
modifying reading materials

EMR's

Topic: Modifying reading -Speaker: Resource person- _

materials - work session previous session and media
specialist

6 keview reading materials
presently used by teachers

Discuss way, to present
materials other than
through reading:
1. Tapes
2. Visuals, slides
-3. Lectures
4. Lectures with. visuals

111-59 97



Noon - Lunch

5. Rewriting materials
6. Outline materials in '

handouts

Practic, rewTiting a section
of the reading materials
used in participants' classes.
Include any.visual techniques
needed.

I:15 p.m. i Topic: Vocational E
lucation Model for EMRIc

4:2

p. in

P.m.

0 a.m:

9i00 a.m.

Career Educa ion se uence
for EMR's

o Occupational preparation
some alternatives.

Relevant and practical
learning environments -
Hands On approach

Break

----
ITopic: Application Session
Develop Instructional
Materials

Speaker: Resource person

E= Exper7enced with the
vocational social skills
EMR's need to succeed on
the job

Work experience

Adjourn

Speaker: Workshop staff.
Media Spe ialist

Topic: Review previous
sessions and discuss agenda
for day 6

Topic: Basic Techniques
for developing self-paced
instruction

Speaker: Workshop director

cesource pers

to Non-verbal lea-ning
experiences



-1 a.m.

10:45 a-m.

Noon Lunch

1:15 p.m.

Experinced based
learning tivities

Alternative approaches
to presenting information

_ -signing learr
match tho stuck
learning style.

o Lcsigning lea_

periences based
objectives

ng to

Questionsians YS

Break

ied ins

1-lave experience work
th ERR

Have experience in in-
dividualizing instruction

Have sample materials
available for review
by participants

Topic: Developing mediated
instruction

-r: Workshop s
and the resource persons
from morning session

king, w th a media

specialist

Identifying
media

mod ler

Presenting ideas, informa-
tion, and skills through
media.

ied media specialist

iieJ!ion trate now

techniques

_perienced in working
with EMR's

Experienced in working
with instructional deve o
ment teams

Work Session

g Select a task from the
task analysis

Develop an outline for
an individualized learn-
ing experience

e Review outline with work-
shop 'Staff

e Complete individualized
learning experience

fff-67

Speaker: Wo kshop staff and
the resource persons frOm morn-1
ing sessions

9 9



00 n.u. Break

Complete work for p

4

Da-

a.m.

se

Topic: Review agenda
I for the day
L_

Speaker: Works,lop director

8:45 a.m. Topic: ategies for I Speaker:

Teaching and Counseling
EMR's

Resource person

e Selecting teaching
techniques to match
students' learning
styles and the nature
of the content

o Integrating.media
learning activities

© Teacher as a resource
. manager'

o Counseling techniques

Questions/answers

10:00 a.m. Break

10:15 a.m. Topic: Effective voca-
ional education programs for

EMR's

Describe effective
approaches and programs

Summarize cha
tics of effective pro-
grams 100

111-62

Certified in Spec. Ed.
teaching secondary

EMR

DA Some counseling credits

OM Psychology background

Speaker: Resource person

Interested in tie broad
scope 01 vocat Jolla l odu-

catioh

mm Qualifie
vocation

to teach in a
area



No _ Lunch

1:15 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:15 p.m.

4:20 p.m.

o Relate these programs to
EMR's needs and charac-
teristics

o estions a_ e s

Topic: Work session

Task analvsi

o Individualization tech-
niques

o Teaching strategies

o Work on development
of instructional
materials

Break

Continue srk session

Adjourn

Experienced with vocational
programs for EMR's

Working or has worked
with EMR's in vocational
programs

Spe lorkshop staff and
resource person from morning
session

8:30 a.m. Topic: Review agenda for
he day

8:45 a.m.

Speak° Workshop director

Topic: Motivation and
teaching strategies

Speaker. Resource person

o Learning activities
that motivate EMR stu-
dents

Reinforcement for work
accomplishecLas a moti-
vator

I t I

101 MON

Certified in eu cation

Experienced in teaching

Experienced in working
with EMR's

Knowledgeable of learning
styles of'EMR's



o Positive and negative
reinforcers

o Teaching_stra egies
that increase students'
success

o Questions/an -ers

10:15 a.m. Break

10:30 a.m.

Noon - Lunth

1:15 p.m.

Topic: Classroom Aanage-
ment

Spea or: Resource person

o Applied behavior modifi-
cation techniques

Use of reinforcement
to develop desired
behaviors

o Learning experiences
and classroom manage-
ment

ions ans

'fied in education

Experienced in secondary
special education

Knowledgeable of learning
styles of EMR's and be-
havioral pat terns

Top Work session Speaker: Workshop staff. and N
available resource person.

Develop instructional.
modules

4:20 p.m. Adjourn

8:30 a.m.

8:45 a.m.

go Staff and resource p
help as needed

ons'

- -
Topic:
the day

_eview agenda for Speaker: Wbrksh.p 'director

Topic: Clasroom Evalua- orkshdp sta f
tion techniques

2



o Practical evaluation
model

o Identi_ ing valid
performance measures -

o Stressing performance
measures rather than
written tests

o Performance eval-
techniques

Ouesitions

0:00 a.m. Break

10:15 a.m.

Noon - Lunch

mm Experienced in constructing
tests and measurements for'
Aföcational education

-erienced in constructing
performance evaluations

Experienced in analyzing
test data

ion an Knowledgeable of the
learning styles of EMR1s=

Topic: AppliCation
session. Develop evalua-
tion portion of module

Speaker: Workshop staff serve
as resource persons

Topic: Work Session Speaker: Workshop sta
_

o Complete instructional
modules

3:00 p.m. Break

4:20 p.m.

Day 10

8:30 a.m.

Adjourn

Fopic: Planning ses'sion, Speaker: Workshop sta

Plan_presentation of
unit

Prepare materials for
presentation

40:00 a.m. Break-

03

ifI-65



10 Sam

Noon - Lunch

1:1S p.m.

2:00 p.m.-

2:30 p.m.

Topic:
modules

Presentation of , Speaker: Team (group) leaders

Complete prese- a ion

Topic. Workshop Evaluation Speaker: Project j aff

o Did the workshop meet,
its' goals?

Did the par icipants
acquire new competencies
& direction in developing
vocational curriculum
& instruCtional materials
for EMR's

o Was the Workshop agenda
efficient

Topic: Challenge to
continue to ap-ply the
contents of the
orkshop

Speaker: Workshop director

3:00 p.m. Adjourn

Post NorIch2p

Follow - up with participants to ascertain
application

Provide resources for ipplication and
implementation

e Encourage participants to continue-their
work.. Include vocational education for
the handicapped as a top priority in their
schools, goals and mission.



Feasibilit of Using an Interactive Computer Prograin

As noted in previous sections, a majority of the vocational teachers involved
and many of the special educators indicated a need fOr additional competencies
in a variety of areas. Several delivery systems are available for presenting
learning experiences which will develop these competencies. The variety of
needs identified in previous sections suggests that ar individualized system
would be the most efficient in tenas pf the individual teacher's time. Also,
the opportunity to study at one's own pace those materials which are most
directly related to one's needs would be most motivating. In addition, there
are Some needs which involve the analysis and storage of large amounts of in-
formation. Use of this information will be dependent upon an efficient
storage and retrieval system.

The computer can be a useful tool in accomplishing these ends. An increasing
number of local education agencies have acquired computer terminals or have
access to them. Therefore, use of a computer is possible in many schools.

Job Retrieval Programs. One of the major concerns or first questions raised
by vocationsl cducatdrs when challenged with providing vocational instruction
for EMR students is "What jobs will they be able to obtain?" 'A basic
criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of vocational instruction is job
placement. Therefore, vocational educators are very concerned with the cap-
ability of placing their graduates on jobs. Since4the EMR student is often
more difficult to place, the match between individual capabilities and job
requirements must be more accurate than with persons who have average or above
average capabilities.

Most vocational educators have not been concerned with identification and
analysis of jobs which might be suitable for. EMR students. They usually have
not identified jobs in the local community for which the EMR could be prepared.

SpeCial educators in the project indicated a need fQr job identification as
well. Their backgrounds usUally did not include training in job analysis
skills. However, they usuallY have experience) in surveying the local comunity
to define work stations and jobs for their students.

What is needed is a system which will identify, store, quicklrretrieve, and
list a variety of jobs available for students with given capabilities.- This
system_ would encourage vocational and special educators to reviewthe jobs
available in their local community and identify the level 'of capabilities
needed-in thesejohs.. This actiVity will make them MOTV aware of the_oceupt
tional opportunities in their coommity and the nature of business and in-
dustry in their-area.

a

Efficient storage and retrieval of this job information can be done by computer.
The project's programmer developed a simple program which can be run on a
time-sharing terminal. The program is written in.BASIC and runs on a PDP
11t40 computer system. A sample of the printout is included in Table 111-4.
In order to U5e the program the teacher would type "run" DOT. This will re-
trieve the computer program from memory. The next six lines in the printout
included in TablE 111-4 present information on how to run the program and
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RUN

Table 111-4
Job Retrieval Prin out

DOT
THIS PROGRAM ASSISTS YOU IN=SELECTING JOB TITLES 44
EASED ON SEVERAL CRITERION WHICH YOU SELECT
IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO SELECT 1-+Y SINGLE CRITEF.ION, THEN ALL
ENTRIES WILL BE INCLUDED FOR THAT CRITERION
FOR EXAMPLE (IF YOU SELECT *CALY* OCCUPATION GROUP 3t

.4-

ALL JOS
DO YOU WANT
DO YOU WANT
ENTER LEVEL
DO YOU WANT
ENTER LEVEL
DO YOU WANT
ENTERLEVEL

TITLES IN GROUP 3 UULL-SE-LISTED
TO SELECT *OCCUPATION GROUP* (YES OR NO)? AO
TO SELECT *LEVEL OF AL '.ITY OF DATA*? YES
OF ABILITY OF *DATA*? OR 9
TO SELECT *LEVEL OF AB! TY OF THINGS*? YES/
OF ABILITY OF *THINGS* 7 OR .3 OR 9
TO SELECT LEVEL OF AEiLITY OF PEOPLE*? YES
OF ABILITY OF *PEOPE4? 7 3 OR 9

THE OCCUPATIONAL TITLES ARE:

306.878
307.,878
311.876
311.875
318.867
323.567
355.678
361.867
519.867
706.867
739.867
919.667
-920.867
922.887
929.867
29.817

354.876
359.378
829.667
292.88/
299.817
317.867
406.817
441.387
407.887
4490887
8-60.317
614.617
666.867
161.837
339.337.
369.667
309.878
.780.867.
827.667
807.837

ID "

010 MAID GENERAL
010 NURSEMAID
010 sus, BOY
058 WAITER INFORMAL
040 KITCHEN HELPER
014 MAID
U34 NURSE A=
030 PORTER
022 FOUNDRY-WORKER GENERAL
010 ASSEMBLER PRODUCTION'
034 ASSEMBLER SMALL PRODUCTS
010 CLEANER
110 PACKAGER HAND
070 LABORER STORES
046 LABORER SALVAGE
050 MATERIAL HANDLER

HOME HEALTH AIDE (AOtE ATT'D) FIRST-AID
CHILD-CARE ATTENDANT OR KINDERGARTEN AIDE
MATERIAL HANDLER
MATERIAL HANDLING SALESMAN OR DRIVER-HELPER
RETAILING STOCK GIRL OF UOMEN'S.. APPAREL
FOOD PREPARATION COOK HELPER
NURSERY WORKER (LANDSCAPING)
FOREST-FIRE FIGHTER .

PARK UORKER
SEED-CONE PICKER
CARPENTER HELPER
CEMENT MASLJA AELPER
ROOFER HELPER
BRIC, iYER AELPER
SEXTON CUILDING v!AI.
LAUNDRYMAN/LAUNDRESS
CLOTHING 'elAINTENAACE
UPHOLSTERER HELR7R
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE
AUTO-BODY REPAIRMAN

OR

TENANCE tIND SERVIC)

SPECIALIST

SEFLVICEMAN HE

DO YOU WANT TO TRY "OTHER SEUWOW NO

THEN

ATTENDANT,



obtain the desired job listing. The next seven lines ask the user to 'answer
certain questions. Options'are available to select a specific occupational
group as identified in the DOT, or to select given levels of ability on data,
things, and/or people. a the example the user has requested a list of
occupations which have level 7, 8, or 9 on data, people or_things. The
loccppational titles which are in the program and which met the criteria
'identified are listed in the second p art of Table 111-4. This list was quickly
generated by the computer.

A5 a large number of appropriate jobs are identified, the computer program
wdll be more effective. Use of the DOT numbers for indexing the jobs provides
a cross link with other data bases such as those kept by the Job Service.
(A copy.of the progiam is given in Appendix O.)

The high level of need for job innovation related to EMR students noted by
vocational teachers and speciAl educators would indicate that this program
would have utility.

EMR Characteristics. Another area of significant concern on the-part of voca-
tional teachers is the characteristics of the EMR learner. Mbst of these
teachers have had relatively little exposure to these student and to 'course- i

JYwork specifically related to the learning styles of EMR's. T erefore there
is a need for efficient system for presenting information on the characteristics
of.EMR's which can be utilized in developing more effective instruction for
EMR students.

The research specialist for the project reviewed.research and used-her speCial
education teaching experience to:identify the7most essential characteristics
of EMR!s:

Table 111-5 presents a printout from the EMR-characteristics computer program
developed by the project staff. After the user has logged onto the terminal,
a set of directions are presented. These directions describe the nature of
the program and how to respond. As-noted in the sample printout in the Table,
a statement is presented to the user. After the person has made a response,
a comment is typed to indicate whether the individual's response is correct
or incorrect. An incorrect response is follOwed hy a Comment based upon the
research findings summarized by the project's research spegialist. For
example, on item 4 aji incorrect response was entered. The narrative describes
the appropriate chd acteristics of the EMR student in relation to this state-
ment.

Based on the pilot run of the instrument with the participants in the VTC-EMR
Project and a try-out of the computer program with a sample of graduate

,

students, it will be an effective way to present information on EMR learning
styles to vocational teachers. The terminall dnd co6puter system are intriguing
and motivating to the user. In addltion, thefcontents of the program are
valid in relation to the characteristics of EMR's. Incorrect responses are
followed by information on the correct char cteristic.
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Table.

E1413. Characteristics

EMR CHARACTERI STI CS

-.emu IS A LISTOF POSSIBLE LEARNINGCHARACTERISTICS OF THE EDUCABLE
.-MENTALLY RETARDED PERSON. PLEASE RATE EACH CHARACTERISTIC ACCORDING
TOITHEFOLLOWINTCALE:

STRONGLY, D/SAGREE. * 0

DISAGREE
UNDECIDED. .

AGREE. 4,..* . 4

, STRONGLY AGREE 0- 5

ENTER THE NUMBER OF'YOUR ANSWER, THEN PUSH RETURN.
**4i TO HAVE THE5E INSTRUCTIONS RE.=PRINTED TYPE .HELP'*****

1. HAS'LIMITED COMMON/CATION SKILLS.,
'.5D) (12./D) (3. U) (4. A) (S. SA)? S

*** YES THAT IS CORRECT ***
-/

20 HAS LIMITED MOTOR COORDINATION.
(lb SD) (2. D) (3.'U) (4. A) (5..SA)? 2
*** YES THAT,IS CORRECT ***

3. LACKS.REASONINGAND'JUDGMENT.
D)(3.-U) (4.A) (5. SA)? 5

*** YES THAT IS'CORRECT ***

4. SEEKS IMMEDIATE SATISFACTION*
(10. SD) _2* D) (3.,U) (4* A) (5. SA)? 2
NO WRONG .

.,MOST EM S SEEK IMMEDIATE SATISFACTION.: THEIR INABILITY-TO PERCEIVE.
IMAGINE SOMETHING IN.THE FUTURE IS OFTEN LIMITED_BECAUSE,OF THEIR
SLOWNESSIN MATURATION OF.INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS'0

Se- HAS H/GH FRUSTRATION TOLERANCE.
(l. SD) (2:. ,D) (3* U) (4. A) (5e SA)? 4
NO THAT'S WRONG
LOW FRUSTRATION TOLERANCE IS ASCRIBED'TO THE EMR. IT IS ALSO RELATED TO

REPEATED FAMURES IN LIFE, AT HOME, AND AT SCHOOL.

6STRIVES tOR ATTENTION*
(I* SD) (20 P). (3.. (4. A)
*** YES:-THAT IS ODIRREcT ***

HAS DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING ABSTRACT FUNCTIONS AND IDEAS-.
(1. SD) D) 13) (4. A) (5. SA)?'S
41_YES THAT IS CORPECT ***

CANNOT 'GENERALIZE FROM ONE SITUATION TO ANOTHER.
1.1) (4. A) (5. SA)? 3

NO THAT'S WRONG
E1R15-LACKHREASONINGo.GENERALIZING AND IMAGINATI E- ABILITY DUE TO

SLOWNESS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS.
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Other _o der Develo.ment. Because of the interest shown in inter-

active computer programs o_ in-service and program development for.vocational
education for tIe., handicappd, the Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult
Education at UW-Stout is continuing its development,of these programs. At
the present tim6 a program which will aid a teacher in doing a reading level
analysis of instructio01 materials is being developed. This program will
raise a seriespf questions requesting the teacher to input information on
the characteristics of reading materials. The program will take these
Fharacteristics and determine the reading level for the set of materials.

Another program under development is one which will analyze the mathematics
skills required in a learning activity. The teacher will describe the types
of mathematical operationsrequired in order to carry out the learning .

activity or project. A computer program will search mathematical skills by
grade level matrik stored ip memory to determine the grade level at which the
person must have functional skills in order to do the activity. This program-
will also describe the prior skills required in order to do the mathematics
included in the project or activity.

The use of interactive computer program appears to be very feasible and
the potential for making a significant contribution to the improvement o
vocational eduCation programs for EMR students. These programs can iniolve
vocational teachers in interesting and meaningful experiences which will help
them acquire an understanding of the learning styles of EMR's.' In addition,
these programs can reduce the mundane work required to analyze the reading
levels and math levels of instructional materials and learning activities.
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